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ABSTRACT

Laredo Veterans and their Recollections of the Early Years of the War in Vietnam, 1960-1965

(May 2019)

Enrique Javier Sauceda, B.A., Texas A&M International University;

Chair of Committee: Jerry Thompson

The Vietnam War remains one of the most unpopular wars in United States History.
Unfortunately, veterans from this time period are beginning to fade into history without telling
their stories. Although abundant stories are available on the experiences of Vietnam veterans,
there are few works on Hispanic veterans from the Vietnam War Era. Why is that? The
contributions made by the Hispanic community in the armed services continue to strengthen our
military. This research focuses on the stories of four Laredo veterans who served during the
Vietnam War Era. Three men served overseas in the Vietnam conflict prior to 1965 while one
veteran remained in the continental United States. The stories of these four men, representing the
Army, Marines, and Air Force, will help to fill the gap of missing recollections of Hispanic
veterans from Laredo, Texas. Little is known as to the role and duties of Hispanics in the armed
forces during Vietnam. One might speculate that Hispanics served low-level entry positions such
as cooks or cleaners and never aspired to officers. That is simply not true. A member of the
Army handled classified documents, earned the title of Master Jumper and earned the rank of
Chief Warrant Officer in his career. One of the Marines in this study was a combat engineer who
advances to first lieutenant while serving in Vietnam in 1965. Another Marine served a tour in
Vietnam and then became a drill instructor. Although not at the same rank as an officer, drill
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instructors serve a vital role in the armed forces. As for the Air Force veteran, he became a jet
engine mechanic. All of the men featured in this study did a lot more than cook and clean. Their
stories will open a door to future studies on the Laredo veterans and their recollection of the
Vietnam War.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The story of the Vietnam War did not start when Marines landed at Da Nang in the spring
of 1965. For many Laredo Vietnam veterans, their overseas adventure came sooner than other
veterans. However, due to the unpopularity of the war, many of their recollections remained
undocumented. The task was simple, to document and transcribe the recollections of Laredo
Vietnam veterans and analyze them as much as possible.
First and foremost, volunteers were needed, and there was no easier place to look than
my local Legion Post. After a Friday night visit and a phone call with Jesus Segovia, president of
the Laredo Veterans Coalition, we drafted a list of roughly forty-men. It was readily apparent
that the list needed to be shorter and volunteers needed to be solicited.
Phone call after phone call, veteran after veteran, there were more negative responses
than those that were positive. From forty the list went down to eleven. Then came the reality of
the research, challenges. The summer of 2017 was full of handshakes, smiles, stories, laughs, and
suspense. Each veteran required an average of three phone interviews before being granted a
face-to-face interview. Each veteran was then interviewed from three to five times, each
interview taking anywhere from one to three hours. The results were amazing. Spread across the
City of Laredo from the downtown riverbanks to the Public Library and United High School,
afternoons and evenings went fast. Veterans shared photographs, told stories, but most
importantly, they revealed military documents that had been stored away for decades.

__________
This thesis follows the model of the Southwestern Historical Quarterly.
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The recollections of these veterans, coupled with their supporting documents, were
incredible. Veterans shared pictures, postcards, newspaper clippings, letters, memorabilia, and
most importantly, discharge papers (DD214), all of which proved to be crucial in writing this
thesis. Discharge papers and combat records were especially invaluable. Discharge papers
provided dates, locations, assignments, medals, and severity of injuries, time of deployments,
and so much more. Simply having discharge papers for every Vietnam veteran in Laredo and
storing them is a way of preserving history and was a rewarding experience. These documents
provided a digital footprint of when and where the veteran was during the war and was
summarized for each individual. A special thank you to our veterans who dated and marked the
location of their photographs allowing for the creation of a timeline for their recollections. A
map received as a gift, and a set of documents printed by a retired Marine officer was among the
more significant finds in this research.
Two binders awaited me at the home of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr. One was of his officer
training at Quantico, Virginia, and the second was combat reports by his commanding officer.
Each binder was like staring into a treasure chest. To my amazement, he had been able to
download his commanding officer's reports, print them, and bind them for safe keeping.1
Another veteran, José Soto, had a map that was crucial as a visual aid for any aging veteran. All
of the veterans are now seventy years-of-age or older.
More work needs to be done in order to document the stories of Vietnam veterans. One
can only imagine the files that remain in the homes of veterans and at the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. Soon, our veterans will take their rest, and their stories will never be heard.
The few remaining World War II veterans will not make it past 2025, and that means that

1

Tomás M. Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, June 16, 2017.
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Vietnam veterans are not far behind. It is estimated that by 2050 the number of veterans left to
tell their tale will be too shocking to do anything about it then. We must continue to document
the past, not fifty years after the fact. This is why it is essential to document and study the
recollections of Laredo Vietnam veterans.
Books, films, scholarly articles, the internet, and endless documentaries, provide
historians with tales of bravery, courage, and sacrifice. From military advisors in French IndoChina during the presidencies of Dwight D. Eisenhower (1953-1961) and John F. Kennedy
(1961-1963) to the increased military involvement by Lyndon. B. Johnson (1963-1969) and
relentless bombings ordered by Richard. M. Nixon (1969-1973), Americans remain fascinated
with the conflict.
Many of the sources on the Vietnam War center on military officers. Wars, however, are
not fought by the commanders in the rear but by the soldiers in the front lines. Their stories along
with the actions of small-town contributors across the United States, specifically Hispanics,
continue to play an essential role in the armed forces. Although scholarly studies dealing with
Vietnam are abundant, those touching on the lives of Hispanics remain scarce. It is rare to find
information on Vietnam veterans from Texas; even more, lacking is the information on veterans
from South Texas. The city of Laredo, Texas, is one such community where scholarly work
Vietnam veterans are rare.
Interest in the Vietnam War continues to grasp a generation’s curiosity who grew up
asking their family members for details of the war, but were often turned away and declined a
response. Countless relatives received blank stares or evasive comments to avoid the painful
memories of a war where 58,220 Americans lost their lives.2 Of those men, 3,415 came from

“Statistical information about casualties of the Vietnam War,” accessed April 23, 2017,
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/format-website-footnote-48725.html.
2
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Texas, which had the third highest number of casualties behind California with 5,575 and New
York with 4,119.3 Over 170,000 Hispanics served in Vietnam, and 3,070 made the ultimate
sacrifice.4 Twenty men from Laredo died in the conflict. Fifteen of these individuals served in
the Army, and five served in the Marine Corps. The majority of them were K.I.A. (Killed In
Action) during a two year period--seven in 1967 and six in 1968. The first casualty from Laredo
was Army Captain Arnaldo H. Garcia. He was K.I.A. in 1964, a year before the official landings
at Da Nang. William V. Reed, a corporal in the Army, was the last casualty in 1970, three years
before the Treaty of Paris.5 (See Appendix A for a list of Laredo’s fallen)
Once a small border-town, but now the largest inland port in the country, Laredo has
plenty of activities and yearly ceremonies for our armed service members. From our annual
Veteran’s Day Parade in autumn, through the George Washington Birthday Celebration in
February, we, as a community, continue to wonder and ask ourselves who these brave men were
and how they came to serve our country during the war in Vietnam? Even the casual reader
quickly realizes that there are few studies on Texas Vietnam veterans, while there are many
recollections from California and New York.
Due to the vast and extensive nature of the war, this thesis will focus on Vietnam
veterans from Laredo, Texas, and their recollections of the conflict from 1960 to1965.
Hopefully, this study will inspire others in their communities to begin compiling and recording
the history of their Vietnam veterans. Their contributions to the war will be in three sections:
First, from 1960-1963 where a Laredo veteran was delivering documents in and out of Pleiku,

3

Ibid.
“Vietnam War Statistics,” VFW Magazine, published April 12, 1997, accessed December 7, 2017, http://historyworld.org/vietnam_war_statistics.htm.
5
Defense Casualty Analysis System (DCAS) Files, Vietnam Conflict Extract Date File, as of April 29, 2008,
accessed January 27, 2018, https://www.archives.gov/files/research/military/vietnam-war/casualty-lists/tx-alpha.pdf.
4
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Vietnam.6 Secondly, from 1964-1965 as Laredo veterans prepare for their journey overseas,
excluding one Marine. Lastly, 1964, from the recollections of a Marine Corps engineering officer
who help lay much of the foundational work out of Da Nang Airbase, Vietnam. These four
Laredo veterans served their country earlier than expected by the researcher. However, stories of
Hispanic Vietnam veterans remain untold and unheard.
Communities in Texas with large Latino populations such as Laredo, Brownsville,
Corpus Christi, San Antonio, El Paso, and smaller towns such as Encinal, Roma, Rio Grande
City, Zapata, Pearsall, and Cotulla, bring a different perspective in what it meant to serve in the
military during the Vietnam Era. While journals and books typically contain the latest research
available on any subject, the war stories of minority populations remain dormant.
The following articles served as a model for determining and classifying the opinions of
Laredo Vietnam veterans: “Race, Casualties, and Opinion in the Vietnam War,” emphasizes
minorities such as Latinos and Blacks and their opinions on the war and the after-effects when
returning home.7 Authored by Scott S. Gartner, a professor at Pennsylvania State University in
both the departments of Political Science and the School of Law, and Gary M. Segura, Dean of
the Luskin School of Public Affairs at UCLA, this article provided insight into the social and
cultural moods of California veterans.89 Unfortunately, it does nothing to address the Hispanic
community from South Texas.
Juan C. Trejo’s dissertation from Kennesaw State University, “The Vietnam War and its
Detrimental Effects on Chicanos” (2013), also revealed disturbing information about Latinos and

6

José M. Soto, Map of Vietnam and Neighboring Countries in 1968.
Scott Sigmund Gartner and Gary M. Segura, “Race, Casualties, and Opinion in the Vietnam War,” The Journal of
Politics Vol. 62 (2000), 121.
8
Penn State School of International Affairs, Scott Sigmund Gartner, accessed January 12, 2018,
https://www.sia.psu.edu/faculty/gartner.
9
UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs, About Gary M. Segura, accessed January 12, 2018,
http://luskin.ucla.edu/about/dean/.
7
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the effects of serving in Vietnam. Trejo raises some fascinating questions. According to Trejo,
Latinos were targeted in the draft because of their lack of education. He also mentions that low
enrollment in colleges and universities increase their chances of being drafted.10 To some,
enlistment in the U.S. armed forces is used to promote their social and economic standings in
society. Trejo argues that Latinos were singled out due to their perceived educational disabilities.
Thankfully, Trejo and Lea Ybarra provide a well-documented look into what Hispanics
and Mexican Americans witnessed while fighting the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) or Viet
Cong (VC).11 They included information on educational levels as they claim that Hispanics were
a target due to their lack of higher education. One way to answer this question is by merely
asking veterans if they graduated from high school. In Laredo, most veterans graduated from
Martin High School that opened in 1937 until the opening of J.W. Nixon High School in 1964.12
Vietnam Veteranos by Lea Ybarra, a professor at Johns Hopkins University in Latin
American Studies, and Carnales: A History of Chicano Vietnam Veterans by Trejo are two of the
handful of books written to honor and commemorate Latino Vietnam veterans.13 Both of these
books, published a decade apart, contributed to our understanding of Mexican American veterans
regarding economic, social, and military statistics, but the personal experience of those veterans
is lacking in Trejo’s study compared to that of Ybarra. While Trejo’s work focuses on the social
and psychological aspects of combat and the social positives and negatives associated with
serving in the armed forces, it does not address the experiences of veterans overseas.14 Ybarra’s

10

Ibid, 4.
Juan Carlos Trejo “The Vietnam War and its Detrimental Effects on Chicanos,” Ph.D. diss., Kennesaw State
University (2013)
12
Lorraine W. Laurel, “Raymond and Tirza Martin High School, Historical Market Narrative,” Webb Country
Historical Markers Chair, 2006, accessed June 18, 2017,
https://www.webbcountytx.gov/HistoricalCommission/HistoricalMarkers/MartinHi.pdf.
13
Krieger School of Arts & Sciences, Johns Hopkins, accessed January 12, 2018, http://luskin.ucla.edu/about/dean/.
14
John C. Trejo, Carnales: A History of Chicano Vietnam Veterans (Createspace Independent Publishing and Leeds
and York, 2013), 4.
11
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work provides a more in-depth look at what these men experienced while serving in Vietnam.15
Both of these studies serve as valuable resources allowing the scholar to structure, organize, and
analyze research in a scholarly manner. Although Trejo’s and Ybarra’s research provides
considerable insight, many questions remain unanswered or untouched. Topics such as basic
training, draft age, tour locations, and combat operations are not discussed and the topic of Texas
veterans specifically from South Texas remains vague.
Micheal Clodfelter, the author of over a dozen books on Vietnam, including Vietnam in
Military Statistics: A History of the Indochina Wars, 1772-1991, along with Mitchell K. Hall, a
professor at Central Michigan University, The Vietnam War, answered some of these questions.16
These studies provided a general approach to the war but exclude the role of American
minorities. Both studies are valuable but have little insight into what the man in uniform on the
ground was experiencing. Instead, Clodfelter presents data to understand the cost of the war and
casualties on both sides. Clodfelter’s research grants a better understanding of the overall
perspective of the conflict by providing operational detail regarding battles and injuries, while
also offering a list of Medal of Honor recipients. A more significant question remains as to the
reason behind a higher number of socially disadvantaged men drafted in higher numbers?17 In his
work, Mitchell Hall takes into account correspondences from both sides of the conflict which
provides a unique vantage point when trying to understand the various perspectives in history,
yet none of the data gives a description or analysis of the war as experienced by Hispanics from
Texas.18 Why is it that there are no stories on South Texas Hispanic Vietnam veterans?

15

Lea Ybarra, Vietnam Veteranos Chicanos Recall the War (Austin, University of Texas Press, 2004), 10.
Central Michigan University, College of Humanities & Social & Behavioral Sciences, accessed January 12, 2018,
https://www.cmich.edu/colleges/chsbs/History/Faculty/Pages/hall_mitchell.aspx.
17
Micheal Clodfelter, Vietnam in Military Statistics. A History of the Indochina Wars, 1772-1991 (Jefferson, North
Carolina: McFarland & Co, 1995), 57-211, 244, 253-55, 292.
18
Mitchell Hall, The Vietnam War (Harlow, United Kingdom: Pearson Education, 2000), 88-110.
16
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The same is evident in the works of Noam Chomsky at Harvard University and David
Barret from Villanova University on the presidencies of Kennedy and Johnson and their roles in
the conflict.19 Although both authors take a closer look at the two administrations, Barret’s
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Vietnam Papers provides a glimpse into the Oval Office, drastically
outshining the work of Chomsky’s’ The Vietnam War and Rethinking Camelot. JFK, the
Vietnam War, and US Political Culture, which is little more than a popular historical review of
the war along with White House related issues including domestic and international affairs.
These works continue to neglect the importance of minorities and small towns in the war effort.20
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Vietnam Papers present a rich chronological history of the Johnson
presidency, which, as expected, focuses on his war correspondence from 1965 to 1968.21 While
rich in content, these files focused on the political mechanics of the White House and such
comments on battles and men were brief and did not assist this research.
Clodfelter agreed with the president’s actions by providing statistical information about
US casualties from 1966 to 1973, showing an increase in losses through 1968, but then a sharp
decrease in fatalities with the re-amplification of Operation Rolling Thunder.22 Unfortunately,
neither of the works provide any information regarding soldiers and what Vietnam was like for
the person on the ground.
Conceivably the only place left to look for any information regarding Laredo Vietnam
veterans was the internet. Regrettably, the web revealed few if any sources from Laredo or its

19

Noam Chomsky, CHOMSKY.INFO, accessed January 13, 2018, https://chomsky.info/noam-chomsky-ua/.
Noam Chomsky, Rethinking Camelot. JFK the Vietnam War, and US Political Culture (Boston, South End Press
1993), 18-22.
21
David M. Barrett, Lyndon B. Johnson’s Vietnam Papers (College Station, Texas A&M University Press 1997),
317.
22
Clodfelter, Vietnam Statistics, 258.
20
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veterans. Instead, articles, documentaries, and videos appeared, and of those items, only a few
have any relevance toward this research.
On Two Fronts: Latinos & Vietnam, a documentary by PBS, illustrates the lives of
Latinos in both combat operations, and as prisoners of war (POW), while also providing a look at
the national protest.23 Did the government target Latino high school dropouts? “Heck yes they
did!” said Arturo Tijerina, a high school dropout who joined the Army and served seven tours in
Vietnam as Airborne and Special Forces (1962-1969).24 “Well, I would not fit that mold,” stated
Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr. “You see after graduating from St. Edward’s Academy, I attended Texas
A&M University through the ROTC [program], made my way to Quantico, Virginia, for officers
training, and ended up as a second lieutenant. I ended up OK as this Hispanic from Laredo.”25
Tijerina and Rodriguez’s stories provided a crucial viewpoint on the treatment and mobility of
Hispanics from Laredo, Texas.
The role of Hispanics in Vietnam remains untouched. Some may presume that minorities
were automatically discriminated and only acquired lower-level positions such as cooks or
dishwashers. Rarely do we hear or read stories of Latino officers and their experiences in
Vietnam. It is the exact opposite in this study with Rodriguez and Tijerina, as stated in the
paragraph above. Hispanic veteran participants in this study include Special Forces, a jet engine
mechanic, a drill instructor, and an engineer representing three of the five branches of our
military. Did veterans from Laredo, Texas, experience racism because of where they were from
on the border or because of their last name? “You see, combat changes everything, when there
was a common enemy, lowering the walls of discrimination ceased to exist in order to survive

Mylene Moreno, “On Two Fronts: Latinos & Vietnam,” PBS.org, accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.pbs.org/video/2365563511/.
24
Arturo Tijerina, interview by author, June 19, 2017.
25
Rodriguez, interview by author, June 16, 2017.
23
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what many described as hell on earth,” stated Tijerina. “I was there as early as 1962, in Saigon
flying top-secret documents to the nearby bases.”26 Tijerina served seven combat tours in
Vietnam. His recollections allow the reader to see and feel his memories. One thing he learned
quickly in Vietnam was how to sleep. “You never want to sleep directly on the jungle floor,”
said Tijerina with a giggle. “You want to build yourself an elevated bed so that the creepy
crawlies, bugs, don’t get in your pants and other areas you don’t want them getting into; you
know what I mean.”27 These recollections will help tell the stories of Laredo veterans from 19601965.
William F. Abbott’s “War Casualties by Race, Ethnicity and National Origin,” serves as
an investigative model for the study of veterans from Laredo.28 The study will also include the
names of fallen veterans, made accessible through an online virtual wall.29 Numbers, however,
give no real insight into what exactly happened to those men and what obstacles they faced while
in Vietnam and pay respects to those that paid the ultimate price from the city of Laredo. The
names of the fallen, their branch of service, date of death, location and type of casualty, will be
part of Appendix A.30
Most Americans know of Vietnam through personal stories shared by uncles, brothers,
sisters, dads, and mom, who experienced this conflict first hand. Vietnam in HD also does an
outstanding job of giving the viewer both military and social views of the war through the stories

26

Tijerina, interview by author, June 15, 2017.
Tijerina, interview by author, June 21, 2017.
28
William F. Abbott, “War Casualties by Race, Ethnicity and National Origin,” accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.americanwarlibrary.com/vietnam/vwc10.htm.
29
Jim Schueckler, The Virtual Wall, accessed March 17, 2017, http://www.virtualwall.org/istate/istattx.htm.
30
Webb County, Texas, “U.S. Military Personnel Who Died (Including Missing and Captured Declared Dead) as a
result of the Vietnam War, 1957-1995,” accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~txwebb/military/vietnam_casualties.html. The casualties in this database will
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of veterans while incorporating social protest.31 This program allows the audience to take into
consideration the opposition Vietnam veterans faced, not just on the front lines, but also back
home. Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, The Vietnam War, which aired September 2017, continues
the ongoing research on the Vietnam War.32 Documentaries and films were points of reference
for many Laredo veterans.
The film We Were Soldiers, follows Joe Galloway, a reporter for the US Army. Galloway
documents the events experienced by Lt. Col. Hal Moore and the first major conflict with the
NVA at the Battle of La Drang.33 Tijerina reported being at Pleiku and seeing the aftermath of
that conflict.34 Pleiku is just East of La Drang Valley. 35 Since the late 1970s, Hollywood
productions such as The Deer Hunter (1978), Apocalypse Now (1979), Platoon (1986), Full
Metal Jacket (1987), Good Morning Vietnam (1987), and Hamburger Hill (1987), continue to
provide a glimpse into the Vietnam War. Forrest Gump (1994) and Rescue Dawn (2006) also
add to this ongoing American outcry, asking for details on the war in Vietnam.36 However, in
print or on film, there remains a void of stories from Hispanic veterans from Laredo.
After contacting four dozen Vietnam veterans during the spring and winter of 2017,
fourteen men agreed to interviews for this thesis. This study focuses on the stories of four of
those veterans. Each veteran was allowed to convey any tale or story they chose. General
information from their date of birth, year of enlistment or draft notice, along with an analysis of
discharge papers, letters, photographs, artifacts, medical files, and combat records assisted this
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study. This information allowed for the first scholarly study and analysis of the recollections of
Laredo veterans from the Vietnam War Era.
The interviewers include one man from the Army, two Marines, and an Airman, which
granted me the opportunity to document and re-tell their Vietnam stories. These veterans agreed
to interviews and shared pictures, artifacts, music, laughs, discharge papers, medical files, officer
reports, and yearbooks of boot camp while serving our country during this historical era.
Interview questions are featured in Appendix C along with figure C.1 which aided with basic
trainng and D and will hopefully lead those being interviewed into a singular train of thought
allowing them to recall information and provide an understanding of the Vietnam experienced.
Soldiers stationed overseas will likely have a different perspective of valor, courage, bravery,
despair, sorrow, nationalism, comradery, and gratefulness to an audience that is still searching
for an answer when they ask veterans “what was Vietnam like?”
The author is also grateful to the mothers and wives who collected newspaper clippings
throughout the 1960s. In regards to the internet, there are plenty of articles on Vietnam veterans
from the West Coast, but not Texas, or, more specifically, South Texas and Laredo.37 This does
not go to say that research has not been done and filed that represents Hispanic veterans. Perhaps
it’s simply demographics and the availability of historians and their projects.
Locating these veterans proved difficult. Fortunately, an email to US Representative
Henry Cuellar’s office in Washington D. C., a trip to the local Legion Post 59 and Laredo
Veterans Coalition, provided all the necessary materials required for this quest. These veterans
were stationed up and down the country from Saigon and the Mekong Delta in the south to Cam
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Rohn Bay, Nah Trang, and with Pleiku in the center, to the northern outposts of Da Nang, are
some of the places these veterans recalled being stationed.
Arturo Tijerina was a military advisor at Pleiku in 1962.38 Rafael Ramos, Jr., participated
in the first wave of Marines who helped secure the beachhead in the city of Da Nang during his
tour in 1965. He concluded his service as a drill instructor at Marine Corps Recruit Depot
(MCRD) at Camp Pendleton, San Diego, California.39 Victoriano Palacios of the US Air Force
served in “Sin City,” Las Vegas, Nevada, accounting as a Vietnam era veterans, nevertheless.40
Tomás M. Rodriguez, Jr., a Marine, served as an officer in the engineering corps, clearing the
roads of explosives, mines, booby traps, and other dangers along major military service roads. 41
Many of these brave men witnessed and described difficult accounts of warfare causing
pauses during the interviews. Moments of cheer and laughter became heartbreak, despair,
sorrow, disbelief and clear jaw-dropping recollections. We gathered ourselves, analyzed and
comprehended what just transpired and continued our conversation.
These interviews played a vital role in the gathering of specific information on Laredo’s
contributions in Vietnam through her veterans. Tales of daily life, moments of courage, sacrifice,
and fear bear witness to the untold stories of Laredo’s Hispanic Vietnam veterans. Acts
committed by the armed forces from the Army in Saigon and Cam Rohn Bay in the south to the
Marines holding their positions in Da Nang in the north are featured in this study. From a jet
engine mechanic to an engineer, and boots on the ground, the recollections of Laredo veterans
from the Vietnam War can be made accessible to the public. The recollections of four veterans
from Laredo, Texas, will significantly add to the collection of stories of Vietnam veterans.
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CHAPTER II
1960-1963 THE ARMY, TWO MARINES, AND AN AIRMAN
The Vietnam War was arguably the most unpopular war in United States history. Its
unpopularity, however, should not discredit or merit accounts of courage and brotherhood
throughout the armed forces during the conflict. Unfortunately, there are no works about the men
who served in the Vietnam War from the city of Laredo, Texas. Because the internet could not
answer questions on Laredo Vietnam veterans, it became necessary for the author to contact the
veterans directly. My journey began at the American Legion Post in downtown Laredo on a cold
January night. There, the post commander referred me to his brother-in-law, the president of the
Laredo Veterans Coalition, Jesus Segovia. With the assistance of Segovia, several veterans
granted me the opportunity to interview them and share their recollections of the Vietnam War.
This study will interweave the story of four of those men, three who served overseas in Vietnam
and one who remained in the United States.
The United States involvement in Vietnam did not begin in 1965 as many Americans
think. Military advisors under Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson assisted the
South Vietnamese years before the Marines landed at Da Nang in 1965. All of the veterans
interviewed for this study joined the armed services before the conflict in Vietnam erupted into
full-scale war. The first part of this study will focus on the years 1960-1963 and begin to
introduce Laredo veterans and their recollections of Vietnam.
On January 26, 1960, Arturo Tijerina enlisted in the U.S. Army. Born on January 19,
1942, Tijerina witnessed the educational misfortune of a city under the corrupt patron system, the
political machine in Laredo known as the Independent Club or “Old Party,” which played a
crucial role in his military career. The 1950s were good for him. He ran around outside and had
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lots of fun. However, when Tijerina reached Christen Middle School and Martin High School
(1957-1960), he noted the educational system was designed to favor the elite. Tijerina was
assigned to skilled labor courses, training him to be “a nobody,” he stated.1
Consequently, Tijerina dropped out of high school in his junior year and enlisted. Little
did his former teachers know that he would end up handling classified material and jumping out
of airplanes during his time in Vietnam. “Well, you see, all those years of training me to do
remedial jobs paid off when I learned how to type,” Tijerina replied. “That was it, I knew how to
type, and the Army was looking for soldiers who could type and do clerical work.”2 It was his
ability to type that allowed Tijerina to experience the armed forces differently than a “grunt”
(Marine) on the ground. If Tijerina would have entered the armed forces as a high school dropout
without his ability to type, his story could have ended in the 1960s.
In June of 1960, Tijerina arrived at Fort Meade, Maryland, for training in military
intelligence as a document control clerk where he handled classified material. Fort Meade served
as the headquarters for the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Army needed document clerks
with top secret clearance. When Tijerina arrived, they housed him in a barracks of enlisted men.
“Myself,” Tijerina paused to collect his thoughts, “plus two others, a driver, and a laborer, three
nobodies, were mixed in with engineers, a bunch of spoiled educated guys. They even treated us
like trash, but I didn’t mind. Those guys were lazy. They often paid us fifteen dollars per duty to
do their work. We made some easy money.”3 Tijerina spent the rest of the year filing documents,
making friends, facing some discrimination but making money. His hard work did not go
unnoticed.4
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In May of 1961, Tijerina received news that his father had passed away and he asked for
bereavement leave to travel to San Antonio, Texas, and traveled south on I-35 to Laredo to
attend his father’s funeral. He then asked to be stationed in the Alamo City, where he remained
until July of 1962. Tijerina was in charge of a MARS (Military Auxiliary Radio System)
warehouse as a document clerk in control of both military files and radio equipment at Fort Sam
Houston. “I worked on amateur (HAM) radios, they are your typical army regulation radio,”
commented Tijerina, as he often received nothing more than parts to create radios.5 His time
spent at Fort Sam Houston was repetitive until an announcement caught his attention.
“I was working one day, documenting and cataloging some inventory when an officer
told me that there was a meeting for all personnel with classified clearance. Funny, here I was
some high school dropout, and I was handling classified material,” Tijerina chuckled. “Anyway,
so I went to the meeting. This officer was talking about some place called Vietnam and asked for
volunteers. So I volunteered. I had never heard of that place,” shrugging his shoulders as he
continued his tale. “What was Vietnam?” responded Tijerina as he continued his tale. “I ended
up going to the library at Fort Sam Houston and asked to see a map of that country [called]
Vietnam. The librarian responded to search under Indo China. I was like, what the heck was
that? Who? Where? Man, was I ignorant. Here I was volunteering to go to this place that I
couldn’t even locate on a map.”6 Tijerina's lack of geographical knowledge did not deter him
from volunteering. His commitment and dedication to his duty allowed him to surpass his
expectations in Vietnam. The odds were that he was going to be filing paperwork or typing up
some reports. “Come on,” Tijerina said with a smile, “how hard could it be?”7
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“Denied!” he exclaimed. It turns out there was an issue with the age requirement for the
assignment. Although Tijerina received all of the necessary supervisory and medical clearances,
he had to be twenty-one or older; he was only twenty. Tijerina signed his waiver form and thus
his request to volunteer for Vietnam cleared, and he was on his way to the Far East.
Tijerina made his way to Saigon, South Vietnam, as part of President Kennedy’s military
advisory program in 1962. During our interviews at the Laredo Public Library, Tijerina shared
military records and personal photographs to validate his story. Many of his photographs will
begin to show themselves as Tijerina's serves multiple tours in Vietnam.
Upon arriving in Saigon, Tijerina was assigned to a Navy reconnaissance team, where he
rendezvoused with advisory teams making classified “drops” throughout his assigned area. “This
stuff was all new to me,” he said. “I was learning as I go. I remember landing in Saigon and
checking into the hotel. Once I got to my room, I looked up and on the ceiling, and there were all
these geckos all over the place, I was like what the hell did I get myself into! This black guy
heard me freak out and told me not to kill them, as they ate the mosquitos.”8 The sight of any
lizard in a hotel room would undoubtedly come as a shock to any Americans who arrived in
Vietnam. Compared to Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, Laredo with a population of 257,156
in 2016, is not a large city, yet in 1960 the city had a population of roughly 60,000. 9 Many in the
community travel slightly out of the region, to places like San Antonio, Corpus Christi or south
to Monterrey, Mexico, all of which is a two-hour drive away, not to mention leave the state, or
travel overseas. Tijerina experienced what many call “culture shock.” Being taken from a border
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town in South Texas to Vietnam across the Pacific and thrown into a room with geckos on the
ceiling was indeed shocking. Lizards, however, became the least of his worries.
“Living in the city was as equally challenging as living in the field,” he stated when
asked if living in the city was safer than out in the jungle. “Danger can come from any direction,
and one must always be vigilant.” Our first image from Tijerina's collection of photographs
shows him smiling. Dated August 5, 1962, and signed, “Love Arturo,” figure 2.1 shows Tijerina
posing for his new deployment in
Saigon, Vietnam with a big smile.10
“I had a good time during my first
tour. Heck, I was young, curious, and
excited about Vietnam.”11 A couple is
faintly visible on a bench over
Tijerina's right shoulder and more
people over his left shoulder by a
local establishment beyond the palm
trees. There is activity in the
background suggesting a safe
atmosphere. Safe enough for an
In this image taken at Saigon, Vietnam, on August 5, 1962, Tijerina can be
seen crouching and posing with a smile. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 2.1).

American soldier to pose in uniform

in public. From Saigon, Tijerina traveled northeast 300 kilometers toward the Dalat Mountains.
He quartered in a French villa that served as a rubber plantation. There, with a small team, he
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Tijerina, interview by author, July 2, 2017.
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served as the communications liaison between Saigon and Nha Trang, located another 135
kilometers northeast of Dalat, over 400 kilometers north of Saigon.12
Tijerina’s first tour dealt with the handling and organization of classified documents out
of Pleiku, South Vietnam. “Pleiku is near the center of South Vietnam. It is located east from the
coast near Qui Nhon off Highway 19, near where the battle of La Drang Valley took place.” (See
map on following page.) The fastest way to travel is by airplane. “Most of the time I was flown
in a small two-seat aircraft,” commented Tijerina. “I was flown around from location to location
receiving and delivering classified documents from multiple teams in and throughout the area in
a small aircraft.” When asked to elaborate on a memorable flight experience, he paused, placed
his hand on his chest and stated, “It was my first landing
experience; we landed in an open field. Open, as in no runway.
A few years later I started jumping out of airplanes instead of
flying in them,” he said, with a laugh as he saw the look of
disbelief on my face. “That’s right!” he exclaimed. “Not only
This image is that of a Cessna L19. It is a small propeller
aircraft with standing landing
gear and barely enough room
in the rear for luggage. Courtesy
of Barry Schiff (Figure 2.2).

did I handle classified material but I ended up a Master Jumper with
the Airborne during my second tour in 1964.”13 The aircraft described

by Tijerina was a Cessna L-19 as seen in figure 2.2.14
Tijerina's drop points during his first tour in 1962 are visible in the map below, as seen in
figure 2.3.15 From Pleiku (northwest), his rally points included Ban Me Thuot, eighty miles
south, Nha Trang, 150 miles southeast off the coast and Qui Nhon, east along Highway 19 from
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the coast. Kontum, another rendezvous point, lay
twenty-five miles north along Highway 14.16 One
problem with this location was the placement
within the country. Just a few miles west of
Pleiku is Cambodia. Laos also borders Vietnam
to the northwest. The Ho-Chi-Minh trail is seen
cutting through both of these countries as a
broken line ending near Kontum, only a few
This is a map of central South
Vietnam in 1967. Saigon remains
further south and the demilitarized
zone remains further north. Courtesy

miles north of Pleiku.17 This placed Tijerina in a very hostile
environment facing the North Vietnamese Army and the Viet Cong.

of Miguel Romo Jr., (Figure 2.3).

Tijerina’s first deployment was simple enough. The objective was to meet operatives in
the field and exchange classified material. Some items were more classified than others. “You
see most of the time it was regular paperwork. I mean it was work orders and inventory. The
information described in those orders such as the location and amount of men was the classified
part of it.”18 Once Tijerina retrieved the documents, his job was to organize and file them. Life in
Vietnam was a set routine for him. His experiences in Vietnam as early as 1962, three years
before the amphibious landings of 1965, depicts the contributions of the Hispanic community
from Laredo, Texas.
Memories form during moments of fear, excitement, and embarrassment. When asked if
he experienced any of them, he took a breath, Tijerina looked me dead in the eye and smiled. He
recalled one incident where he flew from Saigon to De Lang and then from De Lang to his drop
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point; he was scared because there was no runway. They landed on a grassy field. Tijerina was
so scared that he nearly soiled himself. “Man, I was swearing every curse word that I knew and
telling this guy he was crazy for landing on grass.”19 This runway memory contained all three
elements mentioned above, and it is the same event he mentioned earlier.
In another instance, while out in the field, Tijerina answered a radio call with “hello.”
“Next thing you know I was hit over the head by my commanding officer who let me know that
you don’t say hello over the radio,” he said, accompanied with a laugh. Another time, they got
into a firefight. They called the FAC (forward air control) for air support and were told to “pop
smoke.” Tijerina acknowledged the smoke command and said: “roger, green smoke, BAM!” He
got hit again. His commanding officer told him to never say the color of our smoke over the
radio as the enemy could be listening. “Man was I dumb, but I mean what could I do other than
learn from my mistakes. I never committed those errors again,” stated Tijerina, placing his hand
over his head where he was hit.20 Those moments of humor and suspense described by Tijerina
allowed us to imagine what could have happened in the field but in reality, those events were
fewer than many. The duties of a document clerk required him to stay indoors, a scene that
changed as Tijerina continued his career in the Army.
Tijerina was doing the same job that he was doing back in the states. Instead of a
warehouse, he now had a region. His time was spent organizing classified documents. This
position came with much oversight. He had to document everything from mechanical inventory
to clothing orders and food rations; there was no shortage of work for Tijerina. If something
went missing, he filed a report. His captain was from North Carolina, and it turns out that
Tijerina's job ended up saving his captain’s position. “You see, there were plenty of missing
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signatures on forms,” Tijerina stated, “and I did not sign off on them causing a security overhaul
of the region. The last person who was in-charge there did a piss-poor job of running the place. I
ended up saving his ass when it came time for our formal inspection. We passed our inspection
and were among the few that did.” His commanding officer was excited and thanked him for it.
It was an awesome experience as the favor repaid itself in the years to come.21 By his second
tour in Vietnam, not only did Tijerina learn the terrain but he also practiced his haggling skills as
he bartered between the different branches of the military.
“Bartering was a must in Vietnam,” replied Tijerina, when asked about trading with the
locals. “There were many things that each of us had that the other did not. Marines might have
some beer, the Army usually had steaks, and civilians had access to local contraband.”22 In one
recollection, Tijerina was out on the town with one of his buddies, when they asked their taxi
driver for some marijuana. They gave him some money and waited for their delivery. Their first
mistake was not knowing the exchange rate. You see they gave him a few dollars, which to them
seemed like practically nothing, but to the taxi driver, it was a lot of money. Here they were,
expecting a handful of marijuana cigarettes and the guy came back with four packets. They
stared at each other and asked: “what the hell are we supposed to do with all of this?” If they got
caught with that much cannabis, they could get in trouble. So they hid it under some pallets.
Tijerina came back to check up on his stash after one of his duties and realized that most of it
was missing. It turns out that the ants got to it and only left them with what they originally asked
for, a handful of cigarettes. “Funny how things turned out,” he chuckled.23 Tijerina’s time spent
in Vietnam during his first tour was exciting, daring, and embarrassing.
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In a photograph he kept, Tijerina is seen here wearing fatigues and holstering a weapon in
Pleiku, Vietnam, on May 12, 1963, as seen in figure
2.4.24 There are two copies of this image, as Tijerinas
sent his love to two people. One, written in Spanish,
was sent to his mother, who spoke mostly Spanish, and
another to his future wife, who mainly spoke English.
The backside of the document is seen in figure 2.5 and
is transcribed and translated as follows as.
“Éste es una replica de “Don Julian M.
Tijerina” No crea que yo ando peleando en esta guerra.
Pero tenemos que cargar armas cada vez que
In this image taken at Pleiku, Vietnam on May 12, 1963,
Tijerina can be seen smoking a cigarette with a sub-machine
gun in his arms. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 2.4).

salimos fuera de Pleiku. Las guerillas comunistas

son terribles, y uno no deve tomar chansas,”25 (This is a
replica of “Don Julian M. Tijerina.” Don’t believe that I am
fighting in this war. But we have to be armed every time
we leave outside of Pleiku. The communist guerrillas are
terrible, and one should not take any chances). This image
of Tijerina is unlike the first in that he is not smiling. What
happened to him while in Vietnam? Tijerina will trademark
This is the backside of Tijerinas photo to his
mother. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 2.5).

his smile through his tours in Vietnam.

Essential moments in time form concrete memories. My generation can recall where they
were on September 11, 2001. For Tijerina’s generation, it was the assassination of John. F.
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Kennedy in November of 1963. “I was in Hong Kong on leave,” stated Tijerina, when asked if
he recalled his location that day.
I was enjoying some R&R (rest and relaxation). I remember what I was doing
because that is the same time that I was looking for a tailor. You see I needed a
suit for an event and let me tell you, man! It was crazy how fast and cheap I was
able to get one. I asked around for a tailor and was escorted by this pretty woman
to a shop. They got my measurements and asked by when I needed the suit. I told
them by tonight. Within a few hours, that suit was in my hotel room. Man, it was
beautiful and fit great. It wasn’t expensive at all. Cost me like twenty dollars.
Heck! I ended up getting married in that suit! Well, as to the president, the
morning after getting my suit, I received the newspaper under my door, and I was
shocked to see the headline, JFK shot and killed. My jaw dropped, I was in
disbelief, but I really couldn’t worry about that. I was in enemy territory and had
to keep my focus.26
Tijerina's recollection of Kennedy’s assassination was surreal as he was shocked by the
news, but although still on leave, kept his guard up and continued his daily routine in
Vietnam. Plainly stated, he had other things to worry about at the time. The death of
President Kennedy changed the position of the United States in Vietnam from Americans
being military advisors to an increased military presence under the Presidencies of
Johnson and Nixon. Tijerina, kept his guard up and his camera ready, just in case there
was a need for a picture.
“Nha Trang was my first beach experience. It was beautiful,” Tijerina said with a
trademark smile, as we conversed on other leave experiences. “I worked there for a bit
with one guy. In December, there was hardly anyone at the beach, and we were
wondering why. One day we saw hundreds upon hundreds of yellow spiders. I was
freaking out. I had no idea what they were and where they were coming from. It turns out
it was a migration event. On another occasion, there was a typhoon in the region, and I
decided to go to the beach. I ended up playing and surfing the waves. Some people saw
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what I was doing and thought I was crazy.”27 In this photo you can see the beaches of
Nha Trang with Tijerina as the second person from the right wearing dark trunks next to
the tallest man, as seen in figure 2.6.28 Although many Americans picture violence and
bloodshed as their first
thought of the Vietnam
War, some veterans
experienced the opposite.
Despite rising hostilities
in the area, it was still
safe enough to go to the
beach and have fun.
We continued on the
topic of city dwelling and spoke
In this image taken at Nha Trang, Vietnam in 1963, Tijerina can be seen on
the beach. He is with three other men. From the left, there is a man with
a swim suit, followed by a man in uniform, Tijerina in dark shorts, and a
tall man. It appears that a father and child are playing in the shallow
water on the left side of this image while another child plays with some
object to the right of the tall man. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 2.6).

of his means of transportation. “The
only thing you could ride was a bike

or a bike taxi to get from place to place. There were a lot of French people there which made
sense as they were once a French colony.”29 Tijerina's recollection of Vietnam from 1960-1963
depict a less dangerous environment compared to the violence witnessed by many Americans
after 1965 showcasing the involvement of Hispanic communities like Laredo. From here our
story switches to recollections from U.S. Marines up to 1964 starting with their high school
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graduation and ending with their enlistment adding to the recollections of Laredo veterans and
their experiences in the Vietnam War from 1960-1965.
Thursday, May 26, 1960, Rafael Ramos Jr., departed for the Marine Corps Recruit Depot
(MCRD) at San Diego, California, immediately after graduating from Martin High School. Born
on March 12, 1942, Ramos attended Holy Redeemer Catholic School in 1948, followed by
Leyendecker and McDonnell elementary schools through 1954. On July 11, 1959, the summer
after his junior year, Ramos made his way to San Antonio to fill out his paperwork and was
sworn into the armed forces. “I returned to Laredo to finish my senior year,” Ramos replied,
“and then left for San Diego during the summer of 1960.”30 Ramos will serve a tour in Vietnam
in 1965 before becoming a Drill Sergeant at MCRD San Diego.
After attending Christen Middle School,
Ramos was part of the FFA (Future Farmers of
America) club at Martin High. He raised two steers
and was the vice-presidents of the club his junior and
senior years. His recollections of Laredo during the
1950s is as follows. “I remember going to the Plaza
In this image of the Plaza Theater at Laredo, Texas,
we can see the theater closed. Built in 1947, the
Plaza Theater had 1,586 seats and was among the
first theaters to feature both American and Mexican
films. Courtesy of the Library of Congress (Figure 2.7).

Theater downtown and seeing a film for a nickel;
Monday through Friday shows cost fourteen cents,

Saturday and Sunday shows were a nickel. Popcorn cost ten cents and candy were five cents.
You could get a lot done with a quarter.”31 Ramos’ information on movies is fascinating in that
now, a film in 2018 costs from eight to twelve dollars per ticket. Although currently closed and
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under multiple renovation projects, as of 2018, the city hopes to reopen the Plaza as part of work
on revitalizing the downtown area, as seen in figure 2.7. Across the street from the theater is the
Laredo Center for the Arts, which was the City Hall in 1954, and two blocks south is St.
Augustine Church and St. Augustine Plaza, the heart of the old city. “Chicago Street was the
furthest north you could go. There was nothing out there past that,”32 Ramos continued. The area
mentioned by Ramos is today located west of Interstate 35 and south of several shopping malls
on San Bernardo or the east side of I-35 on Taylor Street. Another image often spoken of by
many veterans was the number of unpaved streets throughout the town. Vietnam veterans from
Laredo, Texas, shared their earliest memories from living in the city to their experiences
overseas.
Upon completing basic training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) San Diego,
Ramos was transferred to Camp Pendleton, California, forty miles to the north, to finish his
infantry training.33 Ramos can be seen
surrounded by six other men, his
“barracks buddies,” as seen in figure
2.8.34 There are bunk beds on the right
side of the image and other Marines by
his side and in the rear. Little did these
men know what experiences awaited
them in Vietnam. By November 1960,
six months after this photograph was
In this image taken at Camp Pendleton, California in 1960, Ramos can be seen
posing for a picture inside his barracks. Courtesy of Rafael R. Ramos Jr., (Figure 2.8).
32
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taken, Ramos was back in Laredo on leave and remained in the reserves until 1963. Ramos
served one tour in Vietnam in 1965 and completed his terms of enlistment as a drill instructor in
1967.35
On October 10, 1963, Ramos received the news he was waiting for and returned to
California to join the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines. “I was excited; it was what I was trained for. I
waited for the call and was happy when I got it,” he said.36 For three months Ramos continued
his training while looking forward to the orders that would take him across the Pacific as the
United States prepared for the war in Vietnam. He then transferred to jungle warfare training in
Okinawa for a few months and was followed by an amphibious landing at Nha Trang, Vietnam
in 1965. His experience as a combatant and drill instructor is invaluable to this study, cementing
further the contributions of Laredo veterans in the Vietnam conflict before 1965. From here we
part from the Marines and hear the recollections of a veteran of the Air Force.
Victoriano Palacios graduated from Martin High School in May of 1963 and was eager
to enlist in the armed forces. “My sister and older brother had already joined the Navy,” he stated
proudly. “My sister was in charge of communications, and my brother was part of Navy
Intelligence,” he stated, as we spoke in his living room.37 Born on January 12, 1945, Palacios
spent his childhood running around and growing up in the 1950s. A native of Laredo, Palacios
attended Buenos Aires Elementary and Lamar Middle School before graduating from Martin
High School. “I had to wait two years to enlist,” he commented when asked if he was either
drafted or enlisted. “I was still too young to enlist when my older siblings joined the armed
forces.” Palacios joined the Air Force although he was eager to join the Navy. “Oh, man, my
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brother and sister were upset,” Palacios stated with a
laugh. “In reality, they were just as pleased that I had
joined the armed forces.”38 Palacios is pictured here with
the rank of Airman as noted by the chevron of one stripe
on the right arm of his uniform representing his rank of
Airman E-2 as seen in figure 2.9. Palacios shared his
experiences as a Vietnam era veteran while he was
stationed at Nellis Air Force Base, Las Vegas, Nevada. 39
Palacios enlisted in the United States Air Force on
In this image taken at Laredo, Texas, in 1963,
Palacios can be seen in his Air Force uniform sitting
at home. Courtesy of Victoriano Palacios (Figure 2.9).

December 16 and after high school, completed his
basic training at Lackland Air Force Base in San
Antonio, Texas, as stated in his DD214.40 “Martin
High prepared me for my military adventure, in a way.
You see, I took auto mechanics in school and ended up
being a jet engine mechanic,” Palacios said with a
light laugh.41 Palacios is seen here standing at attention
in his billet in figure 2.10.42 Notice the bunk beds, his
desk with dress jacket over the chair, and dresser with

In this image taken at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas, Palacios can be seen in his barracks.
Courtesy of Victoriano Palacios (Figure 2.10).
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model aircraft on top.43 Palacios’ enlistment in the Air
Force completes a representation of at least one
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member from the Army, Marines, and Air Force. His recollections as a Vietnam era veteran
stationed in Las Vegas, adds a different perspective on the war and the contributions of Hispanic
communities before 1965. Lastly, we introduce a Marine who unlike the previous three men in
this study, was trained to be an officer.
Back in Laredo, a college-bound young man would become an engineering officer with
the help of the Marines. From June of 1960 to August of 1963, Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr. served in
the Corps of Cadets at Texas A&M University at College Station. After graduating from St.
Joseph Academy, a former preparatory school where Memorial Middle School stands today,
Rodriguez was ready to enlist in the armed forces as he aspired to become an officer. Rodriguez
chuckled when asked if he participated in sports during high school. “No, not sports, I was in the
glee club and drama club.”44 Born and raised in Laredo, Rodriguez’s childhood, like that of other
veterans was in the 1950s. However, he went to college as an enlisted man in the armed services
and was very proud to do so. “I was being trained to enter officer school, and I was excited about
it,” Rodriguez stated with a giggle. Rodriguez would serve in Da Nang, Vietnam in 1965 and
1966.45
On June 6, 1963, Rodriguez entered the Platoon Leader Class at Texas A&M. These
courses were both Junior & Senior level classes with dates listed from June 6 to August. His
DD214 lists this information as Major Courses in Box 28 C, as seen below.46 “They were two six
week courses that I took before I graduated from A&M in 1964,” answered Rodriguez as he was
inquired about the information on his DD214.47 After the PLC courses, Rodriguez traveled to
Quantico, Virginia, for Marine Corps School for officers from August 7, 1964, to February 18,
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1965 as seen in figure 2.11.
Upon completing MCS
Quantico, Rodriguez made
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s DD214 on June 26, 2017, we can see Box 28,
“Service schools or college training courses and/or post-graduate courses successfully
completed.” School or course is listed in Box “a.” Dates are arranged “(From- To)” in
Box “b.” Box “c” contains Major Courses. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 2.11).

one last stop at Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina, for

Combat Engineer Officer Orientation from February 20, 1965, to April 7, 1965.48 DD214’s, like
the illustration above, provide a great deal of information regarding the individual’s military
career. The form itself may include items as specific as job training, to the list of medals and
awards received during service. On rare occasions, veterans may present a DD214 with combat
information. These forms are a treasure trove of information.
The recollections of Tijerina, Ramos, Palacios, and Rodriguez from 1960-1963 provide a
glimpse into what men from Laredo experienced during the Vietnam era under the Presidencies
of Kennedy and Johnson. These four Laredo Vietnam veterans, one from the Army, two
Marines, and an Airman, shared their recollections as part of this study and contributed to the
roles and positions served by Hispanics during the Vietnam War Era.
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CHAPTER III
1964-65 LAREDO VETERANS AT WAR
As military intervention increased in Vietnam following President Kennedy’s death in
November of 1963, the struggle against communism and racism gripped the country. The civil
rights movement was in full swing following the March on Washington, D.C., and the signing of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 under President Johnson. Of the four men deployed in Chapter II,
two were in Vietnam the following year. Tijerina was on his way to airborne school where he
joined and trained with the Airborne Division. Palacios, now in Las Vegas, Nevada, worked as a
jet engine mechanic. Rodriguez began his officer training at Quantico, Virginia, and Ramos
trained in Okinawa, bringing them all one step closer to Vietnam. This chapter will focus on the
recollections of three of the four Laredo veterans. Marine officer Rodriguez will be the focus of
chapter four.
Tijerina received a call toward the end of his first tour from the North Carolina officer
whose job he saved the previous year and asked him if he was interested in “jumping out of
airplanes.” “Heck yes! I mean why wouldn’t someone want to jump out of airplanes. It sounded
like a great time,” he responded with a great deal of excitement in his voice. 1 Tijerina’s
recollections of his time in the Airborne are fascinating, as illustrated by numerous photographs
he retained. Taken in Saigon, Vietnam, and dated January 31, 1964, “Airborne,” shows Tijerina
with a group of men celebrating their entry into the Airborne training program, as showcased in
the image below as seen in figure 3.1.2 Colvin has his left elbow on a bar top suggesting that they
are at a drinking establishment. Notice that Tijerina is the only Spanish surname individual in the

1
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group photograph. He did
not face any form of
discrimination during this
phase of his training. “I
treated people with respect
and those that respected that,
regardless of their skin
color, respected me back.
Don’t get me wrong. There
were more than a few racist
In this image taken at Saigon, Vietnam, on January 31, 1964, Tijerina
can be seen here with a group of men; from left to right they are
Dipple, Tijerina, Lewis, and Colvin. They are celebrating their entry
into airborne training school. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.1).

guys out there, but you just had to stay
away from them,” commented Tijerina

when asked if he faced any discrimination during his time in the armed forces.3 By the end of the
spring of 1964, Tijerina earned his wings and became an airborne trainer as seen in the following
group of images dated March 31, 1964.
Tijerina is seen in the image below kneeling next to his bags, preparing for a jump with
his unit in figure 3.2.4 He was well underway to earning his wings. Tijerina recalled his time
training at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, home to the 101st Airborne. “You had to double check
then triple check everything. One wrong step and your chute will not deploy. We naturally have
a backup parachute but if you messed up on the first one there’s a chance you did something
wrong with the second one.”5 The man standing with his back to Tijerina was his commanding
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officer. One of his duties was to
make sure that the gear was
secure and stowed correctly
before they boarded the aircraft
shown in the rear.
In this next image,
Tijerina is seen standing alone,
with aircraft in the rear,
prepared and ready to enter an
aircraft for a jump in figure 3.3.
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
on March 31, 1964, Tijerina can be seen kneeling
and checking his gear. There are multiple bags at
his feet. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.2).

“I can’t believe you became a
parachutist. You were such a scared guy, everything
scared you,” recalled Tijerina from a conversation he
had with his brother. “I will tell you the truth; I was a
scared jumper. It is all psychological. I didn’t question
myself; I just did it. Lead by example they told me, so I
did.”6
Airborne practice included jumping off towers
and packing and unpacking his parachute.7 “Those jump
towers were fun. I am standing at the door to the tower
there (image below as seen in figure 3.4), however by

In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
on March 31, 1964, Tijerina can be seen standing
in full jump gear. He is ready to board his aircraft.

this time [the] brass was interviewing me for a

Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.3).
6
7
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promotion. I did my job well, and they liked
what they saw.” Tijerina’s attention to detail and
determination to do his best was noticed by his
superiors. “At one point, our instructor asked
me to assist him to check the chutes and
naturally I jumped on it and did my job.”8
Another image shows Tijerina standing
in line waiting to board an aircraft with its rear
cargo door open on yet another live practice
jump.9 Many of the men behind Tijerina are
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in March of
1964, Tijerina can be seen standing at the entrance to the
tower. He is holding on to a harness that attached to the wires
above acting as a zip-line. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.4).

sitting down awaiting the order to enter the
aircraft. “Tower jumps were practice jumps, no

chutes, just wires. Live jumps, well, they are live, [with] no
room for error there.”
Jumps were made out of C119’s (Fairchild Flying
Boxcar). C119’s held 62 jumpers as seen in figure 3.6.10 After
so many jumps you became a senior parachutist and got a pin.
Next thing you know I was on my way to becoming a Master
Jumper. In other words, I was the one who checked everyone’s
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, in March of 1964, Tijerina can be
seen in full jump gear holding on to his
helmet. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.5).
8

equipment before they got on the plane and I was the last
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one out of the plane.” He shared some words of wisdom
regarding jumping out of airplanes. “First, after checking
your gear, you have to wait for go, no go, signal (from a
green or red light). Next, when you step to the door, you
In this image taken of a pair of C119’s,
we can see how its size is able to
accommodate for 60 men. Similar
aircraft models include the Specter
Gunship. Courtesy of Air Mobility Command
Museum (Figure 3.6).

must check for any nearby aircraft. If an aircraft is too close,
there’s a chance you’ll end up hitting the floor in multiple
pieces. I didn’t personally experience that kind of incident, but

the base did lose a few men that way, before my time though.”11 This Laredo veteran contributed
to the war effort in ways that were not expected. Tijerina’s enlistment in the Army, his handling
of classified material, and completing airborne training is a great story considering that the
Vietnam War did not officially start for another year. Without this study, Tijerina's contributions
and that of the other three veterans may never have been told, heard, and documented.
Tijerina completed his airborne training in 1964 and he was awarded the title of Master
Jumper in a pinning ceremony as
seen in the following images from
his collection. The first
photograph depicts Tijerina
receiving his Master Jumper pin
by his commanding officers in
figure 3.7.12 He is standing at
attention while his commanding
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in the spring of 1964, Tijerina is seen
in the background receiving his Master Jumper pin. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.7).
11
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ceremony by applying his
airborne pin as seen with the
soldier to his left. Tijerina is the
individual in the rear as marked
by the arrow. Next, he received
a firm handshake and an
enlarged insignia which he
holds in his left hand as seen in
figure 3.8.13 “It was their way of
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in the
spring of 1964, Tijerina can be seen shaking the hand of his
commanding officer. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.8).

pranking the new guys,” Tijerina stated with a

chuckle. “Airborne training was difficult but not impossible.”14
Lastly, Tijerina is pictured in his fatigues with his newly awarded emblems of Master
Jumper as seen in figures 3.9. They are located
on his cap and above his left shirt pocket.15 His
last name is visible above his right shirt pocket.
This group of photographs taken from January
31, 1964, to March 31, 1964, aid in the retelling
of his story. His next task came with his newly
acquired skill, to help train the South
Vietnamese Army in airborne tactics. His
previous tour in Vietnam from 1961 to 1963,
In this image taken at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in the
spring of 1964, Tijerina can be seen in his fatigues with
master jumper insignias. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.9).
13
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plus his training with the airborne in 1964, will prepare him for his second tour and the official
start of the Vietnam War in 1965.
By November of 1964, Tijerina
was back in Saigon, Vietnam, the location
of his first tour, jumping into his second
combat tour as seen in this image with a
puppy as he smokes a cigarette as seen in
figure 3.10.16 Saigon was a familiar place
for Tijerina. “I was back in Pleiku, and
this time I was training with Special
Forces. It was intense. I will tell you that I
am a Master of guerilla warfare. If we
were to go out into the brush country and
In this image taken at Saigon, Vietnam, in November of 1964, Tijerina can
be seen crouching with a puppy. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.10).

have a war game, I would win. I went

from high school dropout to handling classified document,
jumping out of airplanes and then Special Forces; I felt great
about what I was doing.”17 The backside of this image is
marked with a date and the location along with a personal
message to a loved one with a short description of the
photograph.
Tijerina’s training with Special Forces included
This image is the backside of Tijerina with
puppy. “To my Flo, With Love, Arturo.”

guerrilla warfare, booby traps, reconnaissance, “search and

Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure3.11).
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destroy,” and
survival training. “I
was stationed at
Camp Plei Mrong,”
he stated while
handing me a photo,
“as part of the 322
airborne detachment.
You can see the
name of our camp on
the tower behind
In this image taken at Camp Plei Mrong, Vietnam, in 1964,
Tijerina can be seen standing in front of his encampment.
There is a grenade on his belt and he also has a firearms
strapped to his right leg. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.12).

me.”18 Tijerina
joined Special Forces for a part of his second

tour. Aside from going on missions with them, he assisted with the training of the South
Vietnamese Army Airborne units. His second tour took place from July 1964 to December
1965.19 By the end of 1964, Tijerina's constant letters home filled with his photographs assisted
with his recollection of events during his first two tours in Vietnam from 1960-1964, and they
will continue to play a role throughout his time in Vietnam showcasing the experiences of
Hispanics during the conflict.
Back in the states, Palacios completed his basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas, on February 25, 1964. He was on his way to becoming a certified Jet Engine
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Mechanic after a stop in Amarillo, Texas, for jet engine mechanic school. After jet school, he
was stationed at Nellis Air Force Base, outside of Las Vegas, Nevada.20
“They told me to cover up as I was leaving San Antonio; it is cold up there,” he stated
while shrugging his shoulders telling me that it was a pleasant day in South Texas when asked
about the weather change from South Texas to North Texas. “I laughed it off thinking they were
just joking. Nope! It was cold!” Palacios spent the next four months in Amarillo at Jet Mechanic
School. “You know it’s funny,” he giggled when asked about his experience in Amarillo. “I
received D’s and C’s throughout high school, but at jet school I earned A’s. It came pretty easy
to me.”21 Palacios was trained to disassemble, inspect, repair, and reassemble, J85 engines. He
also worked on J33, J47, J57, J60, and J75 engines.22 The General Electric J85 engine fits on the
F-5 military jet and T-38 trainer aircraft.23 “The
difference between F and T is simple,” he stated, as he
saw me confused. “F stands for fighter and T stands for
training.”24 Palacios, pictured below, was home on leave
after completing jet school but before leaving to Nellis
Air Force Base, as seen in his military dress attire and
wearing sunglasses in figure 3.13.25 “It was always good
coming home to see my folks and occasionally my
In this image taken at Laredo, Texas, in 1964, Palacios
can be seen in his uniform in front of his home. The
two stripes on his arm signify his rank of Airman First
Class. Courtesy of Victoriano Palacios (Figure 3.13).
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siblings, but he said, “I’ll tell you; I was excited to be stationed in Las Vegas.” 26
“It was great!” he exclaimed when asked to elaborate on his time spent in Las Vegas
during the 1960s. “They had this 99¢ breakfast special everywhere you went. We received free
room and board along with unlimited alcohol,” he chuckled. “Well, it wasn’t free. As long as you
played, they kept serving you. I would sit down at Blackjack, buy five dollars’ worth of chips,
play, and the drinks kept coming. Plus service members would get free food and discounts so
long as they came dressed in their uniform.” Palacios also recalled seeing Viva Las Vegas (1964)
starring Elvis Presley. “I saw it in theaters. I was eager to see it, and man did it meet my
expectations.” “As for the holidays, I learned the hard way, that is was easier to hop on a flight
than it was to go by bus. The difference in tickets, believe it or not, was two dollars. A bus ticket
from Vegas to Laredo was $49. A plane ticket from Vegas to San Antonio was $51. The
difference was not only two dollars but also for eighteen hours. After that, every time I had
leave, I flew.”27 Palacios’ time spent in Las Vegas had its privileges. Gambling, live shows, and
local attractions helped him pass the time.
Among Palacios collection of photographs is one of him on a scooter in 1964 as seen on
the following page in figure 3.14. “It’s a big tourist attraction,” he responded when asked if he
visited Hoover Dam. “One of my buddies took a photo of me on a scooter before I headed out.28
Scooters were a lot cheaper to use and easier to get around in than taking a bus or car.”29 Palacios
daily routine is what you would expect a jet engine mechanic to do. He woke up, went to the
hangar, fixed engines, and headed into town. The next two chapters will depict Palacios daily
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routine at Nellis Air Force Base. This Laredo
veteran joined the Air Force and was
stationed at Las Vegas, Nevada, for the
duration of the Vietnam War.
For this reason, Palacios along with
many veterans, are known as Vietnam Era
veterans since they did not participate in the
conflict overseas but served in the armed
forces, nonetheless. “I had mixed feelings
about being sent to Vegas and not overseas.
But it’s not my call. I went where they sent
In this image taken at Las Vegas, Nevada, in 1964, Palacios can be
seen on a scooter posing with a cigarette in his mouth and holding
a helmet in his left arm. Courtesy of Victoriano Palacios (Figure 3.14).

me, and there was nothing I could do about

that,” Palacios went on to say.30 His accounts are another example of the involvement of
Hispanics during the Vietnam War Era from Laredo.
As Tijerina trained with Special Forces near Pleiku, Vietnam, and Palacios worked on jet
engines in Las Vegas, Nevada, Rodriguez continued to the next phase of his officer training. On
August 7, 1964, Rodriguez entered the Marine Corps School (MCS) for officers at Quantico,
Virginia.31 Training began in August of 1964 and lasted through February of 1965.32 Rodriguez
shared numerous military documents, photographs, and recollections to corroborate his story.
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We begin with this picture of his class, “5th Platoon, C Company, TBS (The Basic
School) 2-65, or 265 is what our drill instructors called us (as seen in figure 3.15). On occasion,

In this image taken at Quantico, Virginia, in the fall of 1964, Rodriguez can be seen in his officer class photo. Forty-one men
make up this class including one African-American, one Latino, and three South Vietnamese. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr.,
(Figure 3.15).

they would single us out to build character but we did our best and succeeded,” Rodriguez said.33
“I am the second from the right in the middle row. We cross-trained people from other countries
as well. We had three Vietnamese in my class. You can see them dead center first row.” When
asked if he was the only Hispanic at Quantico, he giggled “I thought I was. But it turns out that
there were two of us; the other fellow was named Arroyo. Only two Latinos out of a class of over
200. That should tell you something,” as he pointed to his head implying the knowledge required
to join such a prestigious program. He giggled once more when asked about his officer training.
“It was extreme. Instead of obstacle courses, we had confidence courses. Their sole purpose was
to create leaders, to lead by example, and to build up your confidence. Remember, as an officer
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we are responsible for the lives of our men. Now, I had to be doing something right because one
of the adjuncts there really liked what I was doing and selected me to be a first officer, mostly
because of my prior knowledge in the A&M cadet school.”34 Quantico, Virginia, is also home to
the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI).
Rodriguez elaborated on his training at Quantico (figure 3.16):
The fact that we were training with the FBI was one of the unique experiences of
my training. You can see here on this map (below) the FBI rifle range near the
center.35 My training took place in the northeast area at Camp Upshur (top left
corner) for the first six weeks then we moved south toward Camp Barret off
Marine Corps Road 3 (one mile south of the rifle range). One night, at around
four a.m. we heard loud horns and jumped out of bed and hurried to get ready.
Man, I was scared. It turns out that there are some railroad tracks nearby and it
was merely the train passing.36

Map of the Marine Corps School at Quantico, Virginia, from August of 1964, shows the base south of the Potomac River. There
are multiple camp locations along with railroad tracks by the river. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 3.16).
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Rodriguez said the dorms were very nice. “But don’t be fooled,” he continued. “Training was
tough. We had this green binder that we had to learn inside and out. Every night we were
studying for some exam. My objective was to pass. Essentially it was my school notebook. Not
to mention the ten-mile runs and the ten, twenty, thirty, and fifty-mile marches. We learned
everything from orientation tactics, [and] guerrilla warfare.”37 Rodriguez’s recollection of TBS
2-65 grants a different perspective of the Vietnam War through the eyes of an officer in training,
one of two Hispanics there.
“I was called spic mostly. But I didn’t let those things get to me,” commented Rodriguez
shrugging his shoulder, as we spoke over his dining room table in north Laredo, over the topic of
discrimination. “The funny thing was that those tall white guys, although tall did not have any
endurance. So when it came to physical activity, I lasted longer than them. They were also a few
Italians and those three Vietnamese. But overall it was a great experience,”38 Rodriguez said. He
remained at Quantico until the spring of 1965, showcasing the aspirations of a young Hispanic
on becoming an officer, contrary to any stereotypes at the time.
Stories told by Rodriguez and Ramos in the Marine Corps were similar to the stories of
Tijerina in the Army, and Palacios in the Air Force in that they did face discrimination but they
did not let that hinder their experiences in the armed forces. They were all men who served their
country during the Vietnam War from 1960-1965. Approaching the build-up to the landings at
De Nang of 1965, it is clear that more work needs to be done in order to incorporate all Laredo
Vietnam veterans.
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Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, July 27, 2017.
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In late September of 1964, Ramos, after being on Active Reserves for a few years, found
himself in Hawaii for a three-day layover while on his journey
to Vietnam. His destination was Kadena Air Base, Okinawa,
which served as the headquarters of Jungle Warfare Training
during the war as seen in figure 3.17. The worst part about
jungle warfare training was “the humidity!” Ramos
proclaimed as he showed me his scrapbook.39 “They were
basically getting us used to the climate and terrain that we
In this image of Ramos’s
scrapbook dated 1964 to 1965,
shows the cooperation taking
place between Japan, Vietnam,
and the United States. Courtesy of
Rafael R. Ramos Jr., (Figure 3.17).

would be fighting in; in mountains and jungles. What was
supposed to last for one year only took us six months.”40 After jungle
warfare training at Okinawa, the final leg to Vietnam was only a

twelve-hour boat ride on the USS Lenawee as seen in figure 3.18.41 By March of 1965, we were
the first official
boots on the
ground in
Vietnam.”42
Ramos was
among the first
Marines to land
on the beaches
This image of the USS Lenawee taken, circa. 1965, shows the ship that
Ramos traveled on to Vietnam. Courtesy of Gary Priolo (Figure 3.18).
39
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of Vietnam followed by Rodriguez in 1965. Tijerina arrived the year prior and was already in
Vietnam stationed at An Khe serving his second tour. As it turns out, Laredo veterans were very
involved in the war in Vietnam. Tijerina was there long before the conflict started in 1965 and
participated throughout the entire campaign. Others veterans from Laredo served a tour or two
and then returned home as seen with Ramos and Rodriguez.
An Khe (An Tuc), Vietnam, served as the primary location of Tijerina's second tour in the
spring of 1965. An Khe, seen on the
map below to the right, is located
forty miles east of Pleiku on
Highway 19, in central South
Vietnam.43 This location allowed
Tijerina to witness the Battle of La
Drang Valley that took place in
In this image of An Khe, Vietnam, from 1967, shows Tijerinas area of deployment
near Pleiku along Highway 19. Courtesy of Miguel Romo Jr., (Figure 3.19).

November of 1965, southwest of

Pleiku, as retold in the film We Were Soldiers. The following images of Tijerina are from a
group of photographs dated from the spring and fall of 1965.
“I had just returned from an assignment,” recalled Tijerina, “grabbed a beer, laid down,
and started talking to a friend of mine on the radio.”44 This image of Tijerina dated March 21,
1965, shows him lying on a cement slab as seen in figure 3.20. He is in full combat gear and
appears tired. This image was sent to two people. The one to his wife is inscribed in English and
the one to his mother in Spanish.
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Miguel Romo Jr., map of Vietnam, 1968.
Arturo Tijerina, interview by author, July 25, 2017.
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Tijerina described the
moment he returned from a
mission on the backside of the
photographs. “Here’s a photo
of dirty me before I shaved for
a few days. Love you, Arturo.
Beer “La Rue” on the side,
plus the radio (as seen in
figure 3.21).”45 Beer “La Rue”
was the most popular and
In this image take at An Khe on March 21, 1965, Tijerina can be seen using the
radio. A beer and glass are by his side. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.20).

available beer in the country. It is

similar to Budweiser in Texas. Tijerina then
continued and sent another photograph in Spanish to
his mother as seen on the following page in figure
3.22. “Felitos! Sin razurar me por 5 días aquí estoy
trabajando con el radio, com mi cervezita en un lado.
Que vida! Your loving son, Arturo”. 46 (Greetings!
Without shaving for five days, here I am working on
In this image of the backside of the image above, we
can see a personal message to his written in English.
Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.21).

the radio and a beer on the side. What a life!) These

three images grant us a glimpse into Tijerina's life at the time. At this moment, he appears glad to
be back on base from a mission and checking in with a buddy of his on the radio. He then had
these images developed and sent home to reassure his loved ones that he was alive and well.
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Tijerina, photograph, An Khe, Vietnam, March 21, 1965.
Ibid.
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Other items from his collection show him in “real world
scenarios” and not some Hollywood action film.
“At times they ordered us to guard a village,”
Tijerina explained when asked to describe some of his
missions. “We would sleep slightly away from the
village for our own protection.” On many occasions,
In this image of the backside of the image
above, we can see a personal massage to
his mother written in Spanish. Courtesy of
Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.22).

“villagers were farmers by day and rebels by night,” waiting
for US forces to lay their heads down before they launched

their attack. Tijerina also recalled several missions that lasted several weeks during his second
tour. Most of his missions were “search and destroy,” along with the usual patrols and village
assistance missions.47
Personal hygiene was not an option for many veterans. Another image from Tijerina's
collection dated March 21, 1965, depicts him
bathing along with a personal message written in
the back as seen in figures 3.23 and 3.33.48 “I’m
not going to lie; sometimes we would go weeks
without bathing,” stated Tijerina. “There really
wasn’t any time for things like that, especially
when you are out in the jungle. However, when I
was on base, it was a daily routine.”49 “Aquí es
In this image of the backside of the image above, we
can see a personal message written in Spanish to his
mother. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.23).
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donde me razuro, y me lavo. Me baño en el rio cerca

Tijerina, interview by author, July 25, 2017.
Tijerina, photograph, An Khe, Vietnam, March 21, 1965.
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de aqui. Your loving son,
Arturo.” (Here is where I shave
and wash. I bathe in the river
that is near here.) There is a
fence in the background and a
tree line which may suggest the
outskirts of a village as seen in
figure 3.24. He appears to be
on cleared land. His boots are
In this image taken at An Khe, Vietnam, on March
21, 1965, Tijerina can be seen using his helmet as
a wash basin on a tripod with a towel nearby.
Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.24).

fully laced and ready in case of action. “You are aware
all the time because you never know where they might

hit you from. The other necessity that got to you was the lack of sleep.”50 Sleep was a priority of
all Vietnam combat veterans, as seen in the following images of Tijerina.
“I recall this one instance where we were out for a week and immediately upon returning
and entering the base, I threw myself on a cement slab with a
roof and passed out.”51 Titled “Sleep much?” This image, yet
another from Tijerina's private collection, provides us with a
date and location of his service as seen in figure 3.25.52
When asked if he asked someone to take a photograph of
him, he laughed. “I don’t recall, but man was I tired! I was
This is the backside to the image of Tijerina asleep.
It provides a location, date, message, and
signature. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.25).
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dead tired. I don’t even recall the time I fell asleep or

Tijerina, interview by author, July 25, 2017.
Tijerina, interview by author, July 2, 2017.
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how long I was out.” Tijerina can be seen
sleeping on a cement slab with a table
nearby and using a sheet as cushion as seen
in figure 3.26. Tijerina's experiences in
Vietnam are extraordinary, and his
recollection with supporting documents are
equally important. “Next thing I know,
when the film was developed, Lord behold, I
was photobombed,” he commented with
accompanied with a laugh.53
In this image taken at An Khe, Vietnam, in March of 1965, Tijerina
can be seen asleep. He is laying on the floor of a roofed structure
with only a sheet for cushion. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.26).

“The Vietnamese Airborne MP

(military police) wanted to get in the photo. This I was told, I was sleeping like a log. Love,
Arturo.”54 “The military policeman was a friend of
mine at the time,” he responded when asked about
the man in the image seen in figure 3.27. The
backside of the photograph provides a brief
description as seen in figure 3.28 on the following
page. His laughs and smiles faded quickly as he
continued. “However, I really didn’t keep in touch
with him after I left that area. You see you tried not
to get attached to anyone. Sadly many of my
In this image taken at An Khe, Vietnam, in March of 1965, Tijerina can still
be seen asleep. However, this time there is a South Vietnamese military
police in them image. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.27).
53
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Tijerina, interview by author, July 2, 2017.
Tijerina, photograph, An Khe, Vietnam, March, 1965.
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that I met did not make it.55 Where there is
conflict, there are casualties. Unfortunately,
Rodriguez, as an officer, wrote two letters to the
families of two of his deceased men in 1966.
Other images from Tijerina's collection
depict his service in the summer of 1965 as he
continued his master jumper duties with the
This is the backside to the image of Tijerina still
asleep +1. It provides a location, date, message and
signature. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.28).

South Vietnamese Army. He is seen in non-US
military attire, an uncommon sight.56
His last name and master jumper
insignia located above his left shirt
pocket. This photograph was taken at
one of the airborne training camps
verified by the military style jeep in
the background and on this occasion,
he is wearing a South Vietnamese
Airborne uniform as seen in figure
3.29. At this point in his military
career, Tijerina is only twenty-three
years old and is halfway through his
second tour in Vietnam. He had

In this image taken in Vietnam, in the summer of 1965, Tijerina can be seen in
a South Vietnamese Airborne uniform. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.29).
55
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Tijerina, interview by author, July 2, 2017.
Tijerina, photograph, Vietnam, July, 1965.
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nothing but compliments when asked to describe the men he trained.57
They were really good men. They wanted to make a difference and fight
for their country. Parachute units were comprised of elite forces, the best
of the best. They were very similar to the US elite forces like Rangers and
Navy Seals. Their missions were very strategic. I mean they were dropped
out of airplanes. Many of those guys caught on pretty quick. In no time
they were jumping out of airplanes and preparing to defend their country
from the North Vietnamese Army and the Viet Cong.58
This next image, dated July 1965,
captured the moment before the
impact of a South Vietnamese
Airborne unit concluding a live
jump drill as seen in figure 3.30.59
“It was intensely physical and
mental training,” exclaimed
Tijerina when asked if his training
with the US armed forces was
different from the South
Vietnamese Airborne. “It’s not
easy to jump out of aircraft
behind enemy lines, not to
mention live through the
In this image taken in Vietnam, during the summer
of 1965, Tijerinas trainees can be seen preparing
to land. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.30).
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experience.”60 Tijerina spent the rest of his tour doing

Tijerina, interview by author, July 2, 2017.
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one of two things: training the South Vietnamese Airborne and participating in different types of
operations.
In this image dated and signed July 28,
1965, “To my Flo, Love Arturo;” Tijerina is
standing next to a jeep, in his fatigues, shined
boots as seen in figure 3.31.61 He sends his
love to his wife as he is on his way to
becoming an experienced and decorated
soldier as seen in figures 3.32. His master
jumper badge is visible and located above his
right shirt pocket validating both his
experiences as a jumper and trainer of the
South Vietnamese airborne. Again we laughed
In this image taken at An Khe, Vietnam, on
July 28, 1965, Tijerina can be seen leaning on
a jeep. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.31).

when asked if the jeep belonged to him. “No, it was Uncle
Sam’s, but I could always put in a request for one, and they

were approved most of the time.”62
Tijerina said he never came under enemy fire, “but this one
day we were sitting in a restaurant,” he recalled, “where many
servicemen chowed and this one officer, Alfred Combs, who earned
This is the backside to the image
above. It provides a date,
message, and signature. Courtesy

a Silver Star for bravery, a highly decorated soldier, was killed by a
claymore hidden in a bike as he left the property.63 There were

of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.32).
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multiple casualties, but they got their target.” “When asked about his fear on such occasions, he
responded: “I would say the risk of being struck by either weapons fire or live ordinances was all
around. I felt more frightened and on edge in town because anyone was a possible threat and he
or she was everywhere.” He went on to elaborate. “Compared to the jungle, it was easier,
because that’s where the bad guys were and they were the only ones around us. At least you
knew who you were shooting. It’s just like in Afghanistan and those men who were attacked
both in town and out on patrol.”64
In the fall of 1965, fighting
between the United States military and
the North Vietnamese Army
commenced at the Battle of La Drang
Valley. Tijerina was stationed near
Pleiku, at a local village and witnessed
the aftermath of the battle in November.
Another photograph taken in
November 1965, shows Tijerina in front
of a native dwelling reinforced with
sandbags as seen in figure 3.33.65 “The
structure in the background was not our
command area,” he giggled as he
answered my question. “It was just a
In this image taken near Pleiku, Vietnam, in November of 1965, Tijerina
can be seen posing near the outskirts of a village. A structure rest in the
background situated a few feet off the ground with sandbags
reinforcing one of its sides. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.33).
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Tijerina, interview by author, June 30, 2017.
Tijerina, photograph, Vietnam, November, 1965.

local’s home at the end of the village.
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The sandbags were for protection from men and nature,” he chuckled.66 “You see, you never
want to sleep directly on the floor. We learned that the hard way. The closer you are to the floor,
the easier it is for bugs and creepy crawlies to enter your sleeping bag. The last thing you want in
the middle of the night aside from incoming fire is to feel some bug crawling up your leg or
worse.”67 The hut was made of what appears to be sheets of tin situated off the ground in
preparation and protection from the rainy season and insects. Tijerina did not recall where this
picture was taken, but he believes it to be in the Pleiku region. He is not carrying a firearm nor is
there any machinery in this image placing him on an operation. Instead, the image appears to
imply that this is a safe location for US forces. His mention of insects and the dangers they pose
is but another threat encountered by veterans during the conflict.
During his first two tours in Vietnam, Tijerina interacted with multiple communities as
part of his assignments. He mentioned that there were mixed feeling toward American soldiers.
“Many villagers believed that they were evil, came to rape, pillage, and control them. The other
half were ordinary people, some were nice and hospitable, and others were not. They were not
mean about it either.” Many veterans will encounter the same issues during their time in
Vietnam.
“Here is one!” he exclaimed, sifted through his collection of photographs. “We came into
a village and called a meeting with the elders and their militia. We noticed that women were part
of their militia. They had crossbows and a dozen arrows each. All while being mothers to their
children [who were] carried on their backs or walking alongside them. They were fierce.
Although partially exposed, we knew better than to mess around with them; they were bad
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women.”68 This image depicts a
militia comprised of multiple
individuals who are armed with
a variety of weapons as seen in
figure 3.34. A total of nine
adults are visible, three women,
six men, four men in uniform,
along with five children, two of
which are wrapped to the backs
In this image taken at a village near Pleiku, Vietnam, in 1965, a village militia can
be seen gathering to speak with the SVA (South Vietnamese Army). Alarmingly,
children are also part of this meeting. Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.34).

of their parents.69 He described

their accuracy and ability to fire multiple shots per minute as amazing.70 It demonstrated the
severity of the situation and the courage of a community to take up arms and fight. Tijerina's
memories of the locals during his tours in Vietnam is a valuable piece of information. We often
forget about the communities that are displaced by war. This image shows a different aspect of
the war. From this village, Tijerina reported back to Pleiku continuing to add to the recollection
of Laredo veterans during the Vietnam War.
At Pleiku, Tijerina recalled the aftermath of the Battle of La Drang Valley in November
1965. He lowered his head and took a small moment to compose himself when asked if he
witnessed the battle.
The battle took place roughly twenty miles southwest of Pleiku. It was a big
firefight. The NVA got so close that they called in Napalm. A lot of Americans
were burned up. At the Pleiku airport, Chinooks and Huey’s were working around
the clock, trying to keep those men alive. They were using water hoses to wash
out and rinse blood off the helicopters. When I saw the bodies, I had no idea what
68
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had happened. I thought the NVA used flamethrowers on our
guys. Little did I know that friendly fire caused those casualties, I
cried when I saw American bodies taken off the helicopters and
loaded on mules like logs (as seen in figure 3.35).71 They were not
even placed in body bags.72
“One thing you need to know about the NVA and Viet Cong is
This is an image of a mule or M274
Mechanical Mule. It was a 4-wheel
drive vehicle used to move cargo.
Its rugged design, ability to carry
heavy loads, and long flatbed
allowed for easier transportation of
items and men. Courtesy of Olive-

that they only attacked you when they knew they had the
advantage,” Tijerina went on to say.

Most of their attacks were made using guerilla tactics. In
November we got into a firefight as we ambushed during the
day. I was a sergeant with the South Vietnamese paratroopers during that
fight. You know it is funny now that I think of it, but I remember making
some coffee, and after my cup of Joe, I took action. At night we received
mortar fire. We took a beating. Many of our guys got wounded. We called
for a medevac to get the wounded out. However in order for the pilot to
land we had to create a T formation with flashlights. Well, that is the last
thing you want to do in a firefight is a turn on a light, it is an automatic
target for the enemy. Our lieutenant did not trust the Vietnamese that was
with us, so I stood up and led the helicopter in. It was similar to jump
school; you just have to do it and worry about the fear later.73

Drabb.com (Figure 3.35).

For his actions, Tijerina received the Republic of Vietnam Cross for Gallantry with Palm Leaf.
In this photo, taken in his dress attire, the award is located above and to the right of his last name
as seen in figure 3.36.74 His master jumper badge is also
visible with wings and a parachute interlocked with three
rings.75 His recollections from 1964 and 1965, along with
the other veterans, have answered many questions about
In this image taken at the Laredo Public Library,
on July 15, 2017, Tijerina’s name plate is visible
followed by two ribbons above it and a pin.

this research.

Courtesy of Arturo Tijerina (Figure 3.36).
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As these brave veterans readied themselves to combat the North Vietnamese and the Viet
Cong, the Civil Rights Movement and anti-war protest erupted nationwide. With the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson was sworn into
office and he continued in the footsteps of Kennedy. Following Martin Luther King Jr.’s March
on Washington in 1963, and President Johnson’s signing of the Civil Rights Act 1964, along
with the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Vietnam War will take the public’s attention away from
the White House and into the war-torn cities of Vietnam.76 The recollections of Laredo Vietnam
veterans from 1964 to 1965 (excluding Rodriguez) bring us one step closer to the amphibious
landing at Nha Trang and enemy encounters throughout the Ashau Valley in central Vietnam
following the USS Maddox incident in 1964
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CHAPTER IV
1965 AN OFFICER AND A MINE
First Lieutenant Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., recovered several of his commanding officer's
reports online and bound them. The reports provide a monthly summary of his enlistment from
1965 to 1966. Additional items from his private collection including photographs, personal
documents, and postcards, along with our interviews, will be analyzed in this chapter.
Following Christmas 1964, Rodriguez continued his officer training at Quantico,
Virginia, through the winter. He was challenged physically and psychologically in multiple
leadership courses (extreme obstacle courses, etc). “On one course we scaled a fifty-foot wall, I
had a buddy of mine take a picture of me on top giving a salute, and I sent that to my mom. She
loved that picture,” Rodriguez let out a giggle, “and I got to say, that was one of the most
impressive pictures taken of me, that and it made for one heck of a postcard,” stated Rodriguez
as he finished with a laugh. 1 “Our exams were thorough,” he commented when asked about
written assessments. “Aside from the leadership courses we also took multiple officer classes.
We carried around a big green notebook full of handouts and notes and believed you me; I was
studying every night before bed.”2 Rodriguez completed his training at Quantico on February 18,
1965, and by February 20, 1965, he was at Camp Le Jeune, North Carolina, for Combat
Engineering Officer Orientation through April 7, 1965, as stated in box 28 of his DD-214 as seen
in figure 4.1 on the following page.3

1

Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, July 27, 2017.
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3
Rodriguez Jr., discharge papers, May 2, 1966.
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In this image taken of Rodriguez’s DD214 on June 26, 2017, we can see Box 28, “Service schools or college training courses
and/or post-graduate courses successfully completed.” The middle line “MCS Quantico, Virginia,” states his training from
August 7, 1964 to February 18, 1965. Below that line was his final phase in officer training. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr.,
(Figure 4.1).

Discharge papers are a treasure when it comes to retelling a veteran’s story accurately.
These documents, at a time just a single page, other times a few hundred, are often filled with
information never released to the public. Many of us know of the Vietnam War, but only a few
know the men who were called to serve their country. Rodriguez’s paper trail allows us to see
this journey through the eyes of an officer.
“Training at Camp Le Jeune was very similar to Quantico,” stated Rodriguez, when
asked about the next phase in military training. Rodriguez studied, drilled, and took exams. His
training, however, now focused on his role as a combat engineer. “They taught us everything,”
chuckled Rodriguez. “From setting up a small city full of tents, hospitals, lavatories, a kitchen,
and even sewage, to building roads. Aside from that we built bridges, towers, and learned how to
sweep for mines and IED’s (improvised explosive devices).”4 The skills acquired at Camp Le
Jeune empowered Rodriguez to serve his country by discovering and disarming “booby traps”
and other hazards that lay beneath roads while in Vietnam from 1965 to 1966.
Next, a set of declassified reports written by Lieutenant Colonel Nicholas J. Dennis will
assist in this study in accurately retelling Rodriguez’s story.5 The first report is dated June 5,
1965. “Located within the Engineer Tent Camp area and military compound on the northeast

4
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Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, July 27, 2017.
Rodriguez Jr., journal, June 5, 1965.
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side of the Da Nang Airfield, the Brigade Engineer Group continued to provide engineer support
during the month of May to the 3rd Marine Division and the III Marine Amphibious Force as
well as regimental and the separate battalions. During a bridge reconnaissance mission
conducted for 1st Battalion 3d Marines, the patrol was ambushed with a one-hour firefight
ensuing,” one report read.6 Rodriguez arrived in Vietnam in May of 1965. A few months after
the official start of the war. Immediately he was hard at work building the infrastructure that
housed American forces at Da Nang. Rodriguez’s involvement in the Vietnam War laid the
foundation on which American troops were able to combat the North Vietnamese in and around
the region.
The 3rd Platoon, commanded by 1st Lieutenant H.F. Langley worked on
rehabilitation of buildings for MAF [Marines Amphibious Forces] HQ
[headquarters] worked on Operating Room and strongbacks for 3rdMedBn
[Medical Battalion] and worked on projects at Division Headquarters. They also
rebuilt four village gate watchtowers in Da-Som and rebuilt a bridge on Dai-La
road. They also built mess tables for 2ndBn, 3rd Marines mess area and finished
construction of the village gates. On
20May65 2nd Lieutenant, T.M. Rodriguez
relieved 1st Lieutenant Langley who rotated
to Okinawa on that date. 7
This report demonstrates the routine
Rodriguez established during his first few
month in Vietnam, placing him in the
country on May 20, 1965, at the rank of
second lieutenant, as part of I Corp as seen
in figure 4.2. His region included the
In this image of I CORPS, in June of 1967, we can see the location of
Da Nang, Vietnam, in the Quang Nam, province. The Demarcation
Line is only 100 miles northwest. Courtesy of 3rdmarines.net, (Figure 4.2).
6
7
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headquartered at the Da Nang Airfield and included Quang Tri, Hue, and Hoi An.8 “When we
first arrived, we built tents and roads,” stated Rodriguez. “Then we built and maintained more
roads, bridges, huts, hospitals, and assisted nearby villages in any way that we could. If they
needed a road cleared, they called us. If they need to get over a river, they called us. There was
nothing there when we landed. So we got in there and started building roads and looking for
booby traps. Do you know how long a lieutenant lasted before they got hit?” “Ten months” was a
quick guess. “Close it was actually eleven, and guess what, that statistics were accurate with
me.”9 Rodriguez will earn a Purple Heart in 1966.
The following is a summary of Rodriguez’s activity from July of 1965, as reported by his
commanding officer on August 10, 1965. “During the month of July, the 3d Engineer Battalion
(Rein) (FWD) continued to perform its mission, by providing combat and service engineer
support to the 3d Marine Division and its attachments. On July 1, the battalion including
personnel and equipment significantly increased. Initially consisting of twenty-four officers and
353 enlisted men; by the end of the month, the battalion doubled to a total of thirty-seven officers
and 795 enlisted men. Engineering
equipment capabilities increased by
approximately seventy percent. The
headquarters for Companies A and C
were established on the southwest
side of the Da Nang airfield (as seen
in figure 4.3).”10 Company B
In this image taken of a map Da Nang, circa 1965, Da Nang Air Base can be seen
overlooked by four mountains to the east. Courtesy of 3rdmarines.net (Figure 4.3).
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continued their support of the Fourth Marines at Chu Lai.11 The size of the battalion doubled
over a month while vehicle requests were met and the number of vehicles nearly tripled. Two
headquarters were created and reinforced establishing the groundwork for all forces in the area
while supporting the Marines in nearby Chu Lai. This set of documents allows us to follow in
Rodriguez’s footsteps during his tour in Vietnam from 1965 to 1966.
The division units were displaced during the first weeks of July 1965. Several groups
were required to move from within the airfield complex to an outlying area. The net result was a
requirement for engineering assistance, ranging from clearing new regions, constructing new
roads, and providing for area drainage. Not to mention disassembling strongbacks (artificial
buildings), moving them, and then reconstructing them again.12 In addition to the new campsites,
the division's emphasis was on “routes of communication,” including road and bridge
construction and rehabilitation. As the number of Marines increased in the Da Nang area, there
were constant requirements for more substantial and better roads for ease of movement. The
demand for proper ammunition storage was another paramount requirement.13 As more Marines
joined the fight, housing requirements were met at the hands of combat engineers such as
Rodriguez. Did any Laredo Vietnam veterans impact the Vietnam War? Rodriguez shows us
through his commanding officer's reports that his units built and maintained the headquarters for
the war at Da Nang.
Company “A” was charged with the construction of the Engineering Battalion Command
Post. Located on a hill surrounded by rice paddies, this post was overlooked by Hill 262 in the
south and Hill 368 on the west. Company B stationed at Chu Lai continued their support of the
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4th Marine Regiment. Aside from relocating their command post, the company was tasked with
developing defensive positions, establishing waterworks, and required immediate attention to the
roads. The greatest danger, however, came through Viet Cong booby troops. On many occasions
in the area surrounding Da Nang, mine detection and demolition teams, committed to infantry
units were wounded by booby traps.14
On September 7, 1965, another report filed by Dennis summarized the events for the 3rd
Engineering Battalion for the month of August. The battalion moved from the Da Nang airfield
to a location four miles west near Khanh Son. The complete movement of all the supplies and
equipment extended over a period of eleven days requiring “258 lifts using six M54s, three
M52s, and five bridge trailers.” Expeditious movement of the battalion was curtailed due to
“engineer support commitments and narrow roads to the area which have since been
improved.”15 Engineers conducted road sweeps protecting convoys from booby traps. The trick
was that many of the booby traps were not made of metal making detection difficult.
Later that month, on September 26, 1965, a report titled “Mine & Booby Trap Study”
(compiled from reports by engineering clearing teams), including statements by Rodriguez,
describes the types of traps encountered by the battalion. “Of course, I did,” commented
Rodriguez with a chuckle when asked if any of his reports were included in the presentation.
“Who do you think organized it? Well, part of it. We even set up a dummy minefield nearby to
test our equipment and get real hands-on experience.”16 The most common type of booby-traps
were hand grenades. While most consisted of a trip wire or some pulling force mechanism, other
traps were triggered electronically or were IED’s (improvised electronic devices).17 “They used
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our “C” rations cans against us. They filled the cans with some plastic explosives, nuts, and
bolts, turning our cans into small claymores. They knew that we would pick up the can and see
what flavor it was and then boom! We had ourselves a casualty. We learned pretty quickly not to
pick up anything while on patrol.”18 Appendix B is a summary of that report with supporting
comments and figures B.1-B.13 from Rodriguez.
The “Booby-Trap” report filed by Dennis and presented by Rodriguez at a seminar in the
summer of 1965 allows scholars to see the Vietnam War from a different perspective. We often
hear of veterans wounded by falling victim to traps but rarely do we have reports depicting the
composition of those traps. This Laredo Vietnam veteran’s contribution to the war saved lives.
There was no greater reward for Rodriguez and his men than to find a trap and disarm it,
meaning that his team just saved someone the agony of triggering a device or falling into a panji
pit.
On October 10, 1965, Rodriguez was placed under the command of “C” Company and
ordered to repair a road to Dong Son. This required the engineers to scrape the road of its prior
foundation, drain it, repair it, and repave it before it was reopened. Throughout the month,
projects such as the bridge at Hue Phu Bai, bunker for the Division Command Post, construction
of the headquarters battalion cantonment, utilities, logistics, and communications kept the
battalion busy.19
A report filed by Dennis on November 10, 1965, contained the command chronology
from October 1-31, centered around mine warfare and demolition schools conducted by the 3rd
Engineering Battalion. October 13, Company C of the third platoon moved their base of
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operations from Duong Son to Yen Ne.20 “We converted a railroad into an MSR (main service
road),” Rodriguez said while discussing the fall of 1965. “It took us the whole month to do it.
Over 4,000 meters long, this road was used for logistical purposes. Plus, we had to reinforce it
for tank use. A private returning from patrol notified me that all trails leading to the area where
we were stationed were widening. “I think we are gonna get hit,” the private told Rodriguez. “So
I sent a coded message out to command telling them, I think we are gonna get hit.” Sure enough,
the day after they pulled us out, that area was mortared. But at least none of my guys got hurt,”
he commented when asked if all their work was destroyed.21 Rodriguez’s accounts as a Hispanic
officer adds another layer to the untold stories of Laredo veterans.
After the railroad incident,
Rodriguez’s unit received a request from a
village chief asking them if they could help
fix another pagoda tower. Command
accepted the request and sent them off to
work in the village. Rodriguez lived there for
a few days while they helped secure the
tower with some columns.22 “We had started
pouring,” giggled Rodriguez, “when I noticed
that one of my men had been sighting in on
me with his camera (as seen in figure 4.4).”23
In this image taken near Da Nang, Vietnam, in the fall of 1965,
Rodriguez can be seen standing next to a pagoda tower. Courtesy
of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.4).
20
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written in that they provide evidence of an event, as
seen in the photographs in this thesis as seen in figure
4.5. For example, the image above corroborates
Rodriguez’s story in that it shows a tall structure
In this image you can see a personal message written on the backside of
the photograph by Rodriguez. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.5).

encased in wood. This process is used
to build towers as the cement is

poured into the mold and held in place until
dried. His military attire is accurate, as he is not
wearing any body armor as our armed forces do
today. The mountain in the background is
consistent with the geography west of Da Nang.
Photographs such as this along with discharge
papers (DD214), allow historians to weave these
pieces of information into a single narrative.
Rodriguez pulled another photograph
from his collection and instantly laughed while
In this image taken near Da Nang, Vietnam, in the fall of 1965,
Rodriguez can be seen leaning on a support beam to the
reinforced column. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.6).

looking at figure 4.6. “Man, they got me on

that one. Next thing you know I turned and looked and
there I was on camera (as seen in figure 4.7).”24 “I was
making sure my men were working, and I was not aware
that I was in Candid Camera.”25 This image shows
In this image you can see a personal message written
on the backside of the photograph by Rodriguez.

Rodriguez, as some would say, resting on the job. “It

Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.7).
24
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is called managing,” stated Rodriguez, as he laughed. Overall, the task was completed by
Rodriguez and his men without incident. Many people were unaware that our armed forces serve
as humanitarian ambassadors. Many of the veterans that volunteered for this study did see
combat, as many would expect as a Vietnam War veteran. Others, however, like Rodriguez
helped villages rebuild from the destruction of war and gave people hope. “We built a lot of
roads,” stated Rodriguez, “there were days where we would start clearing roads early in the
morning, my team leading as we searched for explosives, and by mid-day, there was another
accessible road for both the military and civilians.”26
“They were nice,” commented Rodriguez, when asked about the local villagers. “But you
could never fully trust anyone. There were fifteen of us, and we also took turns sleeping, having
four men on watch in two shifts every night. You could never be sure while in the enemy’s
backyard.”27 The same account was echoed by Tijerina in the previous chapter. Caution was
taken every time they stepped off base. Rodriguez recalled a trick they used for their beer ration,
as depicted in Tijerina’s “Beer La Rue” photograph (Figure 32). “We were given beer once a
week,” Rodriguez said with a smile. “However, we had no ice. What to do? We would end up
putting the beer in the river overnight, and then we had some fresh cool beer in the morning.” He
paused. “You see it was the only time that it would be cool. As the sun went down and
temperatures dropped. The running water acted as a refrigerator. Leave a beer in the fridge for
six hours and it comes out crisp. So we had some beer in the morning. If not, by the time the sun
came out, it had heated the beer up and didn’t go down all too well. I did not drink though; I
gave my ration of beer away.”28 The last thing an officer wanted in his command was a bunch of
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drunk and disorderly [Marines]. Yet, Rodriguez understood that men would be men and were
seeking adult experiences.
“Some of the men did choose to have some fun.” Rodriguez was asked if the Marines
had any contact with local women. “I, myself, never took an offer. But, when my men did
“accompany women,” I ordered them to one, never go alone; two, report where you were going;
and three, take two men with you to stand guard while you take care of business.”29 The Viet
Cong used this tactic to isolate American enlisted men away from their squad or company and
kill them. “It never happened to my men,” commented Rodriguez, “but unfortunately, some men
were found hanged and with their male organs cut off and placed in their mouths. They used it as
a sign of psychological warfare. It was gruesome, but war is never pretty.”30 There was a
moment of silence as Rodriguez continued looking through his photograph collection and came
upon a postcard that he got in Thailand in 1965.
“I went to Thailand!” exclaimed
Rodriguez, when asked if he took leave
while overseas during his tour in
Vietnam. “I was able to access the palace.
Man, was it beautiful. I ended up sending
home a postcard of the crowned prince
and his wife.” “He is hurting, but she is
beautiful,” read Rodriguez off the back of
the postcard as seen in figure 4.8.31 “He
In this image you can see the back of the postcard. No. 281 Their
Majesties the King and the Queen of Thailand. Distributed by Phorn
Thip, Bangkok Tel. 32306. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.8).
29
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was hurting because it was an arranged marriage,” commented Rodriguez when asked, why he
wrote hurting as we looked on at figure 4.9. “He was not all too thrilled, and I’m sure most
arranged marriages are not.”32 Sirikit was one of the longest reigning monarchs and passed away
on October 13, 2016.33 “I also spent five days in Bangkok,” Rodriguez continued.
This young lady took me to a floating
market. That place had everything you
needed. Spices, metals, jewels, food,
beverages, it was incredible. I also visited
the temples, but in civis (civilian clothes),
you did not want to be seen in military
apparel not to mention officer symbols
while away from your platoon. I was a
soldier in disguise, he giggled. I visited a
temple of Fertility, and there was an
emerald Buddha. At this other temple, there
was a giant Buddha that was roughly 300
feet long and 200 feet wide, once again
incredible, I mean breathtaking. The
attractions were colorful. We saw some
dancing, sword fighting, and high jumping
acts. Plus not to mention the exchange rate.
The last thing you wanted to do was pay in
American Dollars. That would single you
out and paint a target on you. I ended up
In this image you can see the crowned prince of
exchanging it for Thai cash. I was able to
Thailand and his newlywed queen. Courtesy of
Tómas M. Rodriguez (Figure 4.9).
purchase two silk suits, custom made for forty
dollars. They were delivered to my hotel the following morning.34
It was then that Rodriguez was told a similar story of Tijerina’s second tour in 1963 (see Chapter
II). “It was a wonderful place,” Rodriguez concluded.35 Rodriguez’s recollection of Thailand and
his postcard add another layer to this combat engineer’s story in 1965.
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By the fall of 1965, Rodriguez was in full gear, running sweeps, training new recruits,
and saving lives. A report by Dennis stated that by late November, 116 students attended twoday training held on a regular basis. Sixty-one Marines conducted live-fire exercises to
familiarize themselves with automatic fire weapons. In late October, a mine clearance and
demolition team led by Rodriguez set out to clear a mine found near a village. 36 “We found it
and disarmed it,” Rodriguez said. “It was a big mine, about eight inches in diameter and all made
out of metal. The parts for this mine were fabricated in North Vietnam. Intelligence found the
location and executed a bombing run on the warehouse and hit it.”37 This mine was made out of
metal, unlike many of the other found and dismantled by Rodriguez. This gave the intelligence
community an opportunity to search, locate, and destroy the manufacturing site, once again
saving countless lives. More often than none, however, mines were fabricated from non-metallic
materials. Rodriguez’s greatest contributions as an engineer during the Vietnam War came when
bombs and traps were found and servicemen plus civilian lives were saved.
“We found all types of mines,” said Rodriguez, as he continued to reveal documents
from his collection. “Many of them were made out of bamboo and gunpowder. They knew that
they could not use metal because our detectors picked them up. They made this high pitched
noise when you swayed the machine over it.”38 Minesweeping teams carried the AN/PRS 3, a
metal detection pack, weighing roughly forty pounds, in two parts combining to eighty pounds.
The equipment was both heavy and bulky.39 In the month, the battalion destroying one bunker,
eight booby trapped fence lines and eight tunnels.40 “Demolition was part of the job. It was
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exciting because we got to blow things up. Someone on the team always had some C4 explosives
with them, and boy did we use them,” Rodriguez said when asked if he used dynamite. The
month of October 1965 proved to be an explosive time for Rodriguez. As the end of the year
came to a close Rodriguez will have many “close-calls” as he is ordered to continue sweeping
the perimeter, vital routes, and accompanying missions when called upon.
As a battalion, (he paused to collect his thoughts when asked about debriefings),
we pulled our finds, investigated multiple traps and had weekly meetings to
discuss new developments. I started a little school to train the men how to use the
detectors and what to look for before heading out to the field. We used a detector
that not only picked up on metal signatures but also on soil densities telling us if
the ground was filled with a different compound causing us to investigate the
possibility of a trap. We used nearly every type of trap found, metallic, wooden,
and even coconut. I also created a new way of sweeping the road for mines.41
The job of a combat engineer, when attached to a combat group, was two-fold mine detection
and demolition. Groups of engineers, anywhere from two to four men, cleared roads of traps.
Often, two engineers stood feet apart on the road and while taking full steps, sweeping the area
with their detectors, swaying from left to right, covering the surface of the road but at times
missing the center of the road, seen on the sketch on the
left as seen in figure 4.10. Sweeps focused on the sides of
the road for that is where most traps lay. Rodriguez had a
three-man sweep placing an engineer at the center of the
road along with one on each side. By taking half steps
instead of full steps, this three-man team increased the
In this image you can see the depiction of a mine
sweeping team. The image on the left shows the
area covered by two men while the image on the
right shows the change implemented by
Rodriguez and a three man sweep. Courtesy of

accuracy of road sweeps and continued to be used
throughout the war.42 When asked if other officers were

author, as told by Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.10).
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as active as he was, Rodriguez responded with “some people got lucky with the same rank telling
them what to do, not me; I was out on the field so much, I didn’t care. Lead by example, so I
did.”43 Rodriguez continued leading sweeps and teaching incoming engineers how to sweep for
mines and IED’s properly.
Research continued into Viet Cong mine warfare, and advances in understanding mines
creation, as reported by Dennis on December 10, 1965. Fragments of a French Shu mine were
found allowing Company “C” closer examination of the mine. The mine, a pressure detonated
anti-personnel device made out of wood, was being used for larger charges. Other discoveries
showcased the Viet Cong going through extreme pains to bury and hide lead wires.44 Mines were
a constant threat faced by the armed forces. Every time a unit left the base, a squad of combat
engineers accompanied the group searching the path for booby traps. As many as seven groups
conducted random sweeps of the roads in and out of headquarters.45 “Sometimes the Viet Cong
removed their traps,” Rodriguez said, “waited for us to pass and reset them. We found evidence
of that multiple times by spotting disturbed soil and random foliage.”46 Many of the mines used
back at the base consisted of defused mines discovered while on patrol. “I told my men to keep
their eye out for anything that looked suspicious. They were excellent and careful about covering
their tracks. Usually, it was the smallest detail, like that branch, or that rock that triggered our
senses.”47 American lives were saved with every booby trap, mine, and IED that was discovered,
destroyed, and at times studied in order to perfect their minesweeping methods and equipment
calibration.
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The third platoon commanded by Rodriguez, supported the 1/9 TAOR (Tactical Area of
Responsibility), throughout November of 1965.48 TAOR was the concept of combining a squad
of Marines with locals and assign them to a village for protection which in return would increase
the total number of armed forces in the area.49 The third platoon was billeted with units of the
TOAR to improve reaction time of requested engineering support. On average, twenty-one men
encompassed the detachment and often split into three four-man teams that provided mine
detection and demolition support to units on search and clear missions. Two incidents were
recorded for the first days of November. On the first, fourteen blocks of TNT were found and
destroyed. On the second, a Viet Cong suspect was captured and turned over to military
intelligence.50 These reports found, and bound, by Rodriguez, give great insight and detail into
the Vietnam War. Rodriguez’s unit continued to perform honorably throughout the entire
conflict. As 1965, came to a close, Rodriguez was eager to celebrate the holidays and the New
Year.
“I sent some pictures home in
this package, and lucky my mom kept
it. It’s neat because it shows you the
route it took to get back home,” stated
Rodriguez said as he opened an
envelope.51 There are multiple
postmarks including San Francisco,
In this image you can see an envelope sent home to Rodriguez’s parents. December
13, 1965 is stamped in a rectangle on the lower right hand side. This package was full
of pictures and letters from Rodriguez. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.11).
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California, on December 9, and El Paso, Texas, on December 13, confirming his recollections of
events during the war in 1965 as seen in figure 4.11.52 Paper trails are a good thing, and with this
postcard, we have a piece of evidence that made its way home thanks to the postal service.
“December 21, 1965,” exclaimed Rodriguez, as he took a breath and read from another
photograph from his
collection. “The day we found
a mine, Corporal Chaconas,
Martin, Rodriguez JS, and
Dobson” he continued reading
as seen in figure 4.12.
“Background are
“strongbacks” (tents) on the
In this image taken at Da Nang, Vietnam, on December 21, 1965, you can see
Rodriguez seated in-front of some “strongbacks.” Strongbacks were multi-purpose
structures that were turned into medical facilities, barracks, chow, and or
recreational purpose. Rodriguez was also promoted to 1st Lieutenant as indicated by
the light colored bars on his shirt collar. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.12).

sand. I am a 1st Lt already.
Love, Tomas (as seen in

figure 4.13).”53 Rodriguez is seen here sitting and
in conversation with a fellow engineer.
Strongbacks are large tents multipurpose tent-like
structures. “The first six months I was there, that
was a daily thing for us, putting up and taking
down strongbacks. That was also the day we
In this image you can see the backside of the image
above, dated December 21, 1965. The image
contains a personal message home to his parents.

found a Shu mine.”54 Rodriguez later confided in me

Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.13).
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that he was really looking forward to
Christmas. He was expecting some letters
from home, and the corps also held a service,
which he attended, and sent another memento
home.
“We slacked off a bit for
Thanksgiving,” commented Rodriguez, when
In this image you can see the Holiday Mass postcard sent home by
Rodriguez in 1965. There is a personal message to Rodriguez’s parents
by Father Paul L. Toland. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.14).

asked if he was able to celebrate the
holidays in Vietnam. “We didn’t attack
them, and they didn’t attack us.
Christmas Day we had Father Paul give a
service (as seen in figure 4.14).”55 The
image above shows men on their knees
celebrating the Eucharist.56 “I even sent
out a holiday card, if you will.”57 “You
see all the sandbags?” said Rodriguez, as
he pointed to the lower right corner. “We
had a place to jump in, in case something
happened. I didn’t want to die or be
scared. I prayed every morning. I think

In this image you can see the message written to Rodriguez’s parents by Father Toland. “At the request of Tómas, you will be
remembered in my three Masses on Christmas Day. As his special gift to you Tomas, will offer his Communion for your
intentions at one of these Masses. May the Infant Christ, The Babe of Bethlehem, The Prince of Peace, grant you every choicest
blessing and bring peace to the world. Father Paul L. Toland. Catholic Chaplain. MAG-16, 1st MAW. Tom is a Marine to be proud
of. I cover his outfit for Mass! Hope you Xmas is a holy & happy one. Fr. T.” Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure 4.15).
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that is one of the reasons why I lasted so long without getting hurt.”58 The postcard sent home by
Rodriguez contained a prayer and private message as seen in figure 4.15.
The number of documents collected by Rodriguez throughout 1965 allowed us to follow
his journey, one step at a time in and around Da Nang, Vietnam. Veterans usually have a difficult
time remembering the time and place of their deployments. This is not the case with Rodriguez,
as he provided both officer reports, photographs, and items from his collection to help retell his
recollections from 1965.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
As 1964 ends and the United States increase in military personnel begins to rise in 1965,
Laredo veterans contributed to the Vietnam War Era in ways not conceived before this research.
Preliminary thoughts revolved around stereotypical duties assigned to men of Hispanic origin.
Much to my amazement, the recollections told by these veterans exceeded all expectations. Their
tales assisted in the shaping and molding of the Hispanic experience in Vietnam.
Arturo Tijerina served seven tours in Vietnam before the conflict was over. His story of a
high school dropout joining the armed forces is like a poster you see saying “be all that you can
be.” He started off handling classified material then continued on by completing airborne school
and finished with joining Special Forces all while in Vietnam. His career did not stop there as he
continued to serve in the armed forces through the 1970s and 1980s in Panama and El Salvador.1
Tijerina is but one contribution to the Hispanic experience from Laredo, Texas, through service
in the Army and supported by photographs during the Vietnam War.
Rafael Ramos Jr. served a tour in Vietnam before he was called back to the Camp
Pendleton as a Marine Corps Drill Instructor. He remained at Camp Pendleton for the remainder
of his enlistment through 1967. Ramos was honorably discharged and went to work for the
United States Department of Agriculture as a cattle wrangler. There he continued to rescue stray
cattle from the currents of the Rio Grande until his retirement in early 2006.2 Ramos is but
another contributor to the Hispanic experience from Laredo, Texas, and demonstrates yet another
uncommon stereotype of the Vietnam War era.
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Victoriano Palacios fulfilled his enlistment as a Vietnam era veteran while stationed at
Nellis Air Force Base through 1967. Palacios continued his practice as a jet engine mechanic at
McCreery Aviation out of McAllen, Texas, all while remaining active with the Army National
Guard.3 In the early 1990s, Palacios was called to serve his country once more participating in
support of Operation Desert Shield. You may find Palacios participating as a proud member of
the Laredo Veterans Honor Guard. The Hispanic experience as told by Palacios is different than
his other brothers-at-arms. His perspective brings in the home front as witnessed by a Hispanic
during his time in Nevada while serving in the Air Force.
Tómas M. Rodriguez, Jr., served one tour in Vietnam from 1964-1965. His recollections
as a Marine Corps engineering officer proved invaluable. From his cadet training at Texas A&M
University to his officer training at Quantico, Virginia, Rodriguez’s recollections of his training
and time overseas were amazing. Thankfully he did not pay the ultimate price for enlistment as
his vehicle was hit with an IED in March of 1966. Rodriguez earned a Purple Heart and was
granted a Grievance Discharge upon his recovery. He returned home and made a career working
with the City of Laredo helping the city’s infrastructure by reforming its water distribution until
his retirement in the early 2010s. He remains one of the highest ranking Marine Corps officers in
Laredo, Texas.4
Veterans from the city of Laredo continue to be recognized for their military service. If
the city is not able to record the services rendered by our veterans then perhaps certain
individuals or an organization can take up this effort. How many Laredo veterans served during
the Vietnam Era? How many veterans served during the Korean conflict or World Wars? These
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are but a few remaining issues that remain as we take a look back at Laredo veterans and their
recollections of the early years in Vietnam, 1960-1965.
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APPENDIX A
LAREDO’S FALLEN
This is a list of Laredo’s fallen veterans from the Vietnam War.
1. Cantu, Florentino Jr., served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He was
born on September 5, 1948, and was KIA (killed in action) in Quang Tri province,
Vietnam, on February 21, 1968, at the age of 19.
2. Carillo, Juan, served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He was born on
June 16, 1946, and was KIA in Binh Thuan province, Vietnam, on December 17, 1969, at
the age of 22.
3. Caudillo, Pedro J, served in the Marine Corps and held the rank of CW02 (chief warrant
officer). He was born on July 26, 1928, and was KIA in Quang Tri Province, Vietnam, on
May 19, 1968, at the age of 39.
4. Flores, Juan Jr., served in the Marine Corps and held the rank of PFC (private first-class).
He was born on December 21, 1947, and died of illness due to injury in Quang Nam
Province, Vietnam, on March 5, 1968, at the age of 21.
5. Garcia, Alejandro Jr., served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He was
born on May 14, 1945, and was KIA/MIA (missing in action) in Bien Hoa Province,
Vietnam, on December 29, 1966, at the age of 21.
6. Garcia, Antonio, served in the Army and held the rank of PFC (private first-class). He
was born on May 20, 1947, and was KIA in Thua Thein Province, Vietnam, on May 1,
1968, at the age of 20.
7. Garcia, Heriberto Arnaldo, served in the Army and held the rank of CAPT (captain). He
was born on March 16, 1933, and KIA on November 8, 1964, at the age of 31.
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8. Garza, Jose Salustino, served in the Army and held the rank of SGT (sergeant). He was
born on June 8, 1940, and KIA in Kien Hoa Province, Vietnam, on April 4, 1968.
9. Gonzalez, Juan Jose, served in the Army and held the rank of PFC (private first-class).
He was born on July 8, 1947, and KIA in Quang Ngai Province, Vietnam, on June 15,
1967, at the age of 19.
10. Gonzalez, Rodolfo Guadalupe, served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist).
He was born on September 27, 1944, and died of his wounds on November 11, 1966, at
the age of 22.
11. Martinez, Guadalupe, served in the Army and held the rank of SFC (sergeant first-class).
He was born on May 4, 1935, and was KIA in Kontum Province, Vietnam, on November
17, 1967, at the age of 32.
12. Padilla, Fidel, served in the Marine Corps and held the rank of PFC (private first-class).
He was born on April 24, 1949, and was KIA in Qunag Nam Province, Vietnam, on May
12, 1969, at the age of 23.
13. Perez, Homero, served in the Army and held the rank of SSGT (staff-sergeant). He was
born on March 29, 1934, and was KIA/MIA in Kontum Province, Vietnam, on December
1, 1967, at the age of 33.1
14. Reed, William Val, served in the Army and held the rank of CPL (corporal). He was born
on December 21, 1950, and was KIA in Quang Tin Province, Vietnam, on June 8, 1970,
at the age of 19.

Webb County, Texas, “U.S. Military Personnel Who Died (Including Missing and Captured Declared Dead) as a
result of the Vietnam War, 1957-1995,” accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~txwebb/military/vietnam_casualties.html. The information above is a
combination of Webb County Records, The Vietnam Veterans Project, and The Virtual Wall.
1
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15. Salazar, Arturo, served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He was born on
January 21, 1948, and was KIA in Kien Hoa Province, Vietnam, on June 13, 1969, at the
age of 21.
16. Sanchez, Javier Arturo E, served in the Marine Corps and held the rank of SSGT (staffsergeant). He was born on February 14, 1943, and was KIA in Quang Tri Province,
Vietnam, on May 3, 1967, at the age of 24.
17. Sosa, Jorge, served in the Marine Corps and held the rank of PFC (private first-class). He
was born on April 23, 1946, and was KIA in Quang Tin Province, Vietnam, on June 3,
1967, at the age of 21.
18. Torres, Ignacio Jr., served in the Army and held the rank of SGT (sergeant). He was born
on January 4, 1945, and KIA in the Kontum Province, Vietnam, on November 18, 1967,
at the age of 22.
19. Torres, Reynaldo Lerma Jr., served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He
was born on September 1, 1947, and was KIA in Quang Tin Province, Vietnam, on June
7, 1968, at the age of 20.
20. Villa, Raul, served in the Army and held the rank of SP4 (specialist). He was born on
June 11, 1945, and was KIA in Hua Nghia Province, Vietnam, on May 9, 1967, at the age
of 20.2

2

The Wall of Faces, Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, accessed October 9, 2018, http://www.vvmf.org/Wall-ofFaces/search/results?HOME_RECRD=Laredo&COUNTY=Webb&HOME_ST_RC=TX.
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APPENDIX B
“BOOBYY TRAP” REPORT
The following is summary of a “Booby Trap” report compiled and presented by
Rodriguez during his time in Vietnam from 1964-65.
Grenade with Tripwire
The most common type of booby trap consisted of a trip wire stretched trail or path with
an explosive device attached and
typically concealed as seen in figure
B.1.1 The grenade, anchored to a small
bush or tree, detonated as a man or
vehicle pulled the wire causing a
friction type fuse to ignite the grenade.
This trap usually caused damage to the
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September 26, 1965, you can see
a grenade trip-wire booby trap. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.1).

rear or back side of the vehicle or

individual.2 Most other booby-traps are a variation on this.3
Coconut Mine
This mine was made from a hollowed out coconut filled
with black powder as seen in figure B.2. Using a friction type fuse,
this mine is employed in much the same manner as hand grenades.
It is usually buried approximately six inches underground. It was
covered by rocks and bricks for a missile effect, near the surface of
the ground or resting directly on it. It produces a concussion effect as well as burning. It was also
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September 26, 1965, you can see
the composition of a coconut mine. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.2).
1

Rodriguez Jr., journal, September 26, 1965.
Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, August 3, 2017.
3
Rodriguez Jr., journal, September 26, 1965.
2
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used in conjunction with other devices to booby trap them and to prevent their removal. (As
illustrated in the following enclosure.) These mines are also effectively employed at gates.4
Gate Trap
“Don’t destroy or open the gate before you know why it is there,” stated Rodriguez. “You
see most of the time the Viet Cong intentionally
created false gates to lure us into a trap as seen in
figure B.3. So we would check for a mine or grenade.
When we found a mine, we were happy because we
know we saved someone’s life. But, we often had to
dig a bit deeper just in case there was a second
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from
September 26, 1965, you can see a depiction
of a gate trap and the location of grenade.
Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.3).

bomb.”5 In most cases involving gates, “the grenades
are buried (shallow) under the gate. A short trip wire is

attached to the gate so that when it is moved, even slightly, the grenade is detonated. When
available pressure release fuzes have also been employed. If there is a heavy growth around the
gate, the grenades have camouflaged in the
growth.”6
Helicopter Trap
In the helicopter trap, grenades were
attached to the end of panji stakes approximately
twenty feet high. Those stakes were then placed
in a square shape and tied to opposite ends
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September 26,
1965, you can see a helicopter trap. Courtesy of Tómas M.
Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.4).
4

Ibid.
Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, August 3, 2017.
6
Rodriguez Jr., journal, September 26, 1965.
5
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creating an “X” with vines used for a tripwire as seen in figure B.4. Once a helicopter landed in
the traps, it would cause the panji stakes to cave in and explode near both the blades and
cockpit.7
Grenade Night Trap
The Viet Cong also created a night time trap consisting of panji stakes approximately five
to six feet off the ground armed with a grenade secured at
the top of an arch and a tripwire from the grenade secured to
the path as seen in figure B.5. Any contact with the tripwire
detonated the grenade. The location of the grenade gave a
large casualty radius as the blast radiated downward
engulfing its prey. During the day, the tripwire was loosened
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from
September 26, 1965, you can see a grenade
night trap. A tripwire hangs from the center.

from the deck and wound around the bamboo arch to
provide use of the trail to the Viet Cong and its affiliates.8

Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.5).

“Sometimes they would shoot at you near the trap to increase the probability of triggering the
trap. Those guys were smart. They knew where and when to hit us, man they were good,”
Rodriguez commented.9 This statement by Rodriguez is similar to Tijerina's comment on the
effectiveness of guerrilla tactics used by the Viet Cong.
Mine Made of Hollow Bamboo
Aside from booby traps, the Viet Cong developed some very impressive mines. This
mine is made from a large joint of bamboo as seen in figure B.6. It is usually detonated by a pull
type friction fuse. Other means can readily be substituted.10 The composition of this mine did not

7

Ibid.
Ibid.
9
Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, August 3, 2017.
10
Rodriguez Jr., journal, September 26, 1965.
8
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register with any of the detection devices cost the
armed forces many casualties. Rodriguez studied
many enemy devices before implementing his own
detection methods changing the way Marines
conducted mine sweeps in the field during the
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September 26,
1965, you can see a depiction of a mine made from bamboo. It is
cleaned out and filled with plastic explosives and nuts and bolts
resulting in a claymore. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.6).

Vietnam War.
Coconut Mine (anti-tank mine)

Lacking the pressure sensitive devices to enable a capability for anti-tank mines, the Viet
Cong improvised a handy instrument as
seen in figure B.7. Two pieces of board are
used, one above the other. On each piece is
a bare piece of communication wire
connected to a battery and connected to an
IED. These boards are separated by
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September
26, 1965, you can see a composition of a coconut antitank mine. The only metallic part of this device is the blast
wire making detection impossible. The AN/PRS served as
the Marine primary detection device. It failed and did not
detect the natural materials or disturbances in the soil.
Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.7).

wooden pegs. A man standing on the board lacks
sufficient pressure to force the boards together but,
if a tank or heavy truck rolls across the device the

pressure forces the two boards together making the bare wire contact, and the mine is detonated.
The lack of metallic material made detection of these mines difficult. 11
In addition to explosive devices, many non-explosive devices were employed. The most
effective are the panji pits. A hole placed with bamboo carved with a sharp edge and
camouflaged in major roads or jungle trails.

11

Ibid.
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Panji Pit(s)
The most common panji pit is about four feet square and about four feet deep as
seen in figure B.8. The panji stakes
(sharpened bamboo) about six to eighteen
inches long are set upright in the pit. There
are about six or eight stakes in the average
pit.12 Tips of the stakes were also covered in
animal feces causing infection turning these
tactics into biological warfare.13 Pits were
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from
September 26, 1965, you can see a common panji pit.
The Viet Cong often attacked US forces near their
traps to maximize their effectiveness of a surprise
attack. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.8).

often camouflaged with foliage. At times these
tactics were also employed against heavily

armored vehicles with steel stakes and used at helicopter landing zones for disembarking
soldiers. “You had to be extremely cautious when out on patrol. What you did not want to
see was a patch of disturbed earth. However, the Viet Cong were so good at placing
booby traps that we often did not see any signs of tampering with the road until it was too
late,”14 Rodriguez said. Rodriguez and Tijerina's recollections of guerilla warfare are a
grim reality experienced by many of our armed service members. As of 2018, these same
tactics are still employed by ISIS and the Taliban against US forces.
Panji Pit with Camouflage
There was also a smaller pit that was widely employed by the Viet Cong as seen in figure
B.9. It is about 12’’ to 18’’ across and about 12’’ deep. Thin bamboo slivers are laced across the

12

Ibid.
Arturo Tijerina, interview by author, June 30, 2017.
14
Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., interview by author, August 3, 2017.
13
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top of the pit, and the pit is then
camouflaged. The weight of the
camouflage material causes a slight
depression which helps in locating the pit.
(Also panji pits of good size give a very
loud reading on an ANPRS-4/Mine
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September 26,
1965, you can see a smaller pit with camouflage. Courtesy of
Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.9).

detector). When the materials are available, the

Viet Cong made the panji pits with concrete decks and steel stakes. They also employed steel
barbed stakes and all wooden decks whenever they can.15
Panji Stakes for Helicopters and Riverbanks
In likely helicopter landing zones,
there were two types of stakes effectively
employed. One type is a long stake about
six feet to eight feet high, sharpened on one
end as seen in figure B.10. The stakes are
placed very close to one another so that the
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from September
26, 1965, you can see panji stakes used at a riverbank.
Stakes were placed among the vegetation concealing the
trap. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.10).

copter cannot set down without some of the
stakes piercing the hull. Also employed is a type of

stake about two to three inches long as seen in figure B.11. These stakes are designed to puncture
tires if the copter sets down as well as provide a hazard to deploying troops. Quite often short
stakes were employed on banks of gullies & streams. In areas where there was a likelihood that

15

Rodriguez Jr., journal, September 26, 1965.
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troops might jump from one bank to another. The stakes
(2’’ to 3’’ long) when possible are hidden in grass or other
growth on the stream banks.16
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report from
September 26, 1965, you can see a depiction of short
stakes. Courtesy of Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.11).

Panji Pit with Coconut Mine (booby-trapped)
In this trap the tripwire from the coconut

mine was attached to one of the stakes of the panji pit as
seen in figure B.12. The four stakes in the pit were tied
together. When an individual stepped into the pit, the four
stakes are drawn toward the center. The stake then pulls the
trip wire connected to the coconut mine, thus detonating
the mine. So in addition to the panji pit, there is also the
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s report
from September 26, 1965, you can see a
double booby trap with a combination of a
panji pit and coconut mine. Courtesy of
Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.12).

effect of the mine. The tripwire connected to each of the
four stakes and the wire was attached to a coconut mine.17

The combination of booby traps including panji pits and IED’s comprised of non-metallic
material made the detection of the traps difficult. Thankfully, Rodriguez provided a solution to
this ongoing threat.
Bonnets
Appearances indicate that the Viet Cong had a unique way of
marking the panji traps so that other Viet Cong and sympathizers
could stay out of them. There are two ways that Marines have
observed. In the first case, the pits were marked by placing a bamboo
In this image taken of Rodriguez’s
report from September 26, 1965,
you can see a bonnet. Courtesy of
Tómas M. Rodriguez Jr., (Figure B.13).
16
17

Ibid.
Ibid.

bonnet, much like the bonnet of a minefield marker kit, over the pit
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as seen in figure B.13. The bonnet was made of split bamboo and tied in the proper shape.
Another method was to take a large palm leaf and split the leaf. The split leaf was then placed on
the deck with the end touching the panji pit. These markings were only observed on the small,
foot size holes. The method for marking more massive holes was undetermined, as of 1965.18

18

Ibid.
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE #1
The following is an interview questionnaire that was created for this research.



Vietnam Veterans’ Questionnaire
Childhood- Home- Neighborhood- 50s- 60so

Parents/ Grandparents

o Education


Enlist or draft – Branch- USA
o Basic Training:
o Location 1

2



3



4



5

USMC

USAF

USA
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Also included is figure C.1 which assisted with the recollections of basic training.

This map was used to assist veterans with their recollections of combat training. Courtesy of the
University of Alabama (Figure C.1)



Before shipping out- year-
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o Leaveo Departure
o Voyage


Assignment- Job Description
o Duties



Deployment: North South:
o City/Area- Year
o Description of event:



Event/City/Year:



Event/City/Year:



Event/City/Year:



Event/City/Year:
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APPENDIX D
INTERVEIW QUESTIONNAIRE #2
The following is an interview questionnaire created for this research.
Vietnam Veteran Interview Questions
1. May you please state your legal name and military rank?
2. Date of Birth
3. City and State
4. Where you born and raised in Laredo?
5. Educational History
a. Elementary
b. Middle
c. High
d. College/University
6. List any major events that occurred in Laredo prior to 1965.
7. Did you enlist or were you drafted?
8. Do you have any military records that you would like to share including combat records
or discharge papers?
9. Which branch of the armed forces did you serve? Why?
10. How did your parents/family feel about your participation in the armed forces?
11. Did you enlist during your senior year of high school?
12. Where did you report for basic training?
a. San Antonio?
b. Corpus Christi?
c. El Paso?
13. How old were you when you joined the military?
14. What were your goals heading into the military?
15. Can you recall basic training?
16. How was basic training?
a. Physical combat training
b. Physical fitness training
c. Weapons training
d. Survival training
e. Where did you partake in this training?
17. Did you face any discrimination while at Boot Camp?
18. Are you a Vietnam Veteran or a Vietnam Era Veteran?
19. When and where did you leave from to Vietnam?
20. Did you fly or sail?
a. Did you have any stops?
21. Where did you serve?
22. How many tours did you complete?
23. When did you arrive in Vietnam?
24. Were you a military advisory prior to 1965?
25. How were you treated by the South Vietnamese?
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26. Did you come in contact with any Viet-Cong or North Vietnamese Troops?
27. Where were you stationed?
28. How far where you from Saigon?
29. What is your opinion of Presidents
a. Kennedy?
b. Johnson?
c. Nixon?
30. Were you involved in any of the following locations from North to South, if yes, how?
a. Khe Sanh
b. Con Thien
c. Dong Ha
d. Quang Tri
e. Hue
f. Phu Bai
g. Ashua Valley
h. Da Nang
i. Chu Lai
j. Pleiku
k. Nha Trang
l. Cam Ranh Bay
m. Saigon
31. What was your primary role at this location?
32. When did you arrive in Vietnam?
33. Did you go out on patrols?
34. Were you placed on guard duty?
35. Did you witness any Viet-Cong night attacks?
36. How often were you taking incoming mortar fire?
37. Did you witness any corruption or illegal acts?
38. Were you allowed R&R (rest and relaxation leave)? If so, where?
39. Were you able to write home?
40. How often did you have a hot meal?
41. How often did you shower?
42. Did you befriend any Vietnamese
43. Do you have any photographs from Vietnam?
44. Do you have any letters or newspaper clippings from your tour in Vietnam?
45. Did you take part in any of the Bob Hope Military Specials?
46. Were you wounded in actions?
47. When did you complete your last tour of service?
48. What was your rank at the end of the war?
49. Are you currently dealing with any Vietnam War injuries?
50. Where you exposed to Agent Orange or any other military chemical weapons?
51. What did you like most about your time in Vietnam?
52. What did you like the least about your time in Vietnam?
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53. Did the Vietnamese discriminate between white and black military personnel?
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